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Afraid of All the Things

The Storm-Tossed Family

Who Sang the First Song?

isbn: 978-1-5359-0593-0
retail price: $17.99
format: Printed Hardcover
carton qty: 24
release date: January 15, 2019

isbn: 978-1-4627-9480-5
retail price: $22.99
format: Jacketed Hardcover
carton qty: 24
release date: September 15, 2018

isbn: 978-1-4627-9445-4
retail price: $12.99
format: Board Book
carton qty: 24
release date: October 1, 2018

by Scarlet Hiltibidal

Who’s Your Daddy?

by Lisa and Missy Harper

isbn: 978-1-5359-0601-2
retail price: $14.99
format: Jacketed Hardcover
carton qty: 32
release date: October 15, 2018

by Russell Moore

CSB (in)courage Devotional
Bible
isbn: 978-1-4627-8503-2
retail price: $34.99
format: Hardcover
carton qty: 10
release date: October 1, 2018

by Ellie Holcomb

7 amenazas que enfrenta toda iglesia
by Juan Sánchez

isbn: 978-1-5359-1569-4
retail price: $9.99
format: Trade Paper
carton qty: 36
release date: October 1, 2018
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Am I a football
player who happens
to be a Christian?
No, I’m a Christian who happens to be a
football player. That’s my calling. That’s my
defining characteristic. Once I realized that,
everything else fell into place. I became a
better football player and a better person.”
– C AS E K E E N U M

@casekeenum |

216K

@casekeenum 7 |

110K

@keenum.case 7 texan |

FO R E WO RD: Tony Dungy praises Case Keenum
P R OLO G UE : Case recounts the Minneapolis Miracle
A F T ERWO R D: Kimberly Keenum recounts the
Minneapolis Miracle from her vantage point

0 5 T HE S H OW

table of contents

0 6 D OW N B U T N OT O U T

01 PL AY ING FOR MO R E

Case talks about his life growing up, particularly
the influence of his father, and how this influence
gave him a framework to play for something more.

02 PRAY HARD, P LAY HA R D

Before every game, Case’s dad Steve sends him
a text: “Pray hard, play hard, take care of the
football, have fun.” This text reveals truth about
both football and life.

03 U ND ER THE LIGH TS

Case played high school football under the lights in
West Texas—it’s all you imagined, and then some.

04 T H IRD WA RD COU G A R S

Case accepted his only scholarship offer coming
out of high school: to move to the third ward of
Houston and play quarterback for the Cougars.

Houston’s football program may not have the same
name recognition as Texas or Texas A&M, but with
Case at the helm, they got good . . . really good.
In game three of his senior season, set to break
every passing record in the NCAA record books,
Case tears his ACL.

07 K I M B E R LY

Case tells the story of how Kimberly took care of
him during his ACL injury, and how they eventually
get engaged and married.

0 8 C HAS I N G H I STO RY

Granted another year of eligibility from the NCAA
after his injury, Case comes back and rewrites the
NCAA record books.

0 9 D R AF T DA Z E

The NFL Draft doesn’t go exactly the way Case
imagined. Left undrafted, he trusts God’s plan—
which sends him right back to Houston to play for
the Houston Texans.

10 W ELCO ME TO TH E N F L

Case adjusts to life and football in the big leagues,
and remembers that he’s not a football player who
happens to be a Christian, but a Christian who
happens to play football.

11

9K

S OA R I N G O N E AG LES’ WI NGS
In the ups and downs of being cut and traded, Case
learns to wait on the Lord.

12 GO RAMS

Case gets a chance to prove his stock starting for the
St. Louis Rams, and learns what discipleship—following
after Jesus as hard as he can—really looks like.

1 3 G O I N ’ H O L LYWO O D

The St. Louis Rams’ organization—including Case and
Kimberly—are moved to Los Angeles. The season
didn’t go exactly as hoped, but God was still in control.

1 4 S KO L

Case is picked up by the Minnesota Vikings, and leads
the team to a 13–3 record as the starting quarterback.

1 5 M I N N E S OTA N I C E

Case and his family and friends celebrate the
Minneapolis Miracle.

1 6 B R O N CO CO U N TRY

Case is signed by the Denver Broncos during free
agency, and looks ahead to a new life and new
opportunities ahead.

1 7 W H Y I P L AY

Case describes why he plays football—not for
touchdowns or records or even the Minneapolis
Miracle, but for the glory of God.
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Playing for More
Trust Beyond What You Can See

BY CASE KEENUM WITH ANDREW PERLOFF
FOREWORD BY TONY DUNGY

Case Keenum has traveled one of the most unique paths in the NFL.
Recruited by just one college, undrafted, and released three times,
Case has overcome every obstacle to become a successful starting
quarterback. In 2017, Keenum captured America’s imagination by
leading the Minnesota Vikings to a 13-3 record and an NFC North title.
His game-winning touchdown in the final seconds of their divisional
playoff game against the Saints, the “Minneapolis Miracle,” made Case
part of NFL history.
Keenum shares stories from every stage of his life, starting out as a
ball boy for his father’s college team in West Texas, going on to win a
state title in high school, and rewriting the NCAA record book at the
University of Houston. A devastating knee injury almost derailed his
football career, but helped him get closer to the woman who would
soon become his wife.

release date: September 4, 2018
isbn: 978-1-5359-3979-9
format: Jacketed Hardcover price: $22.99
pages: 224 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .52"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Inspirational

marketing highlights
• Has more than 200,000 followers on
Twitter and engages heavily with his
audience
• Loved by fans across the nation through
his time at his alma mater, University of
Houston, as well as his latest teams, the
Minnesota Vikings and the Denver
Broncos
• Speaks regularly to FCA nationally and
is supported by Tony Dungy and other
key Christian leaders
• Releasing during his first year as the
starting quarterback with the Denver
Broncos

Throughout his story, Case explains how being a Christian helped him
navigate the winding paths of both his successes and struggles. No
matter what obstacle has been placed in front of him, Case believes
God has a plan for him. That’s why he plays football and that’s why
he’s writing this book: To glorify God and to help others who face
adversity in their everyday life.

buying audience
• College football and NFL fans, more fervently from teams attached
to Case Keenum, including the University of Houston, Houston
Texans, Minnesota Vikings, and the Denver Broncos
• FCA attendees
• Christians who regularly follow Christian sports heroes and their books
• Buyers of books by Tony Dungy, Tim Tebow, Kurt Warner, and more
• Andrew Perloff, the co-writer, is a well-known writer for Sports
Illustrated and has also been featured on The Dan Patrick Show
• @andrewperloff has more than 130,000 followers on Twitter

CASE KEENUM is the quarterback for the Denver Broncos

of the National Football League (NFL). He played college
football at the University of Houston, where he set
virtually every major NCAA record. Keenum holds the alltime mark for passing yards (19,217), touchdown passes
(155), total touchdowns (178) and completions (1,546).
He was Conference USA Freshman of the year in 2007,
Conference USA Offensive Player of the Year in 2008, and
Conference USA Most Valuable Player in 2009 and 2011.
He is one of only two quarterbacks to win the Sammy
Baugh Award for the nation’s outstanding passer twice
(2009 and 2011). In 2011, Keenum led the Cougars to a 13-1
record and a bowl victory over Penn State.
B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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Devotedly
THE PERSONAL LETTERS

JIM

and

and

LOVE STORY

of

E L I SA B E T H E L L I O T

Jim Elliot was killed as he entered an unreached village in Ecuador to share God’s
good news with them. Just months later, Elisabeth and her then three-year-old Valerie
moved into that same village to live the most extraordinarily faithful life.
After Elisabeth died in 2015, Valerie found the letters between Jim and Elisabeth
that were thought to be lost in her father’s old trunk in the attic. These letters about
faith, love, and a call to serve point us to a life of extraordinary faith.

126K in ELISABETH ELLIOT GROUPS on FACEBOOK
1M+ BOOKS SOLD in HER LIFETIME
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Devotedly

The Personal Letters and Love Story of Jim and
Elisabeth Elliot
BY VALERIE ELLIOT SHEPARD

Many know the heroic story of Jim Elliot’s violent death in 1956,
killed along with four other missionaries by a primitive Ecuadorian
tribe they were seeking to reach with the gospel. Many also know
the prolific legacy of Elisabeth Elliot, whose inspiring influence on
generations of believers through print, broadcast, and personal
testimony continues to resonate, even after her own death in 2015.
What many don’t know is the remarkable story of how these
two stalwart personalities—single-mindedly devoted to pursuing
God’s will for their young lives, certain their future callings would
require them to sacrifice forever the blessings of marriage—found
their hearts intertwined. Their paths to God’s purpose led them
together.
Now, for the first time, their only child—daughter Valerie Elliot
Shepard—unseals never-before-published letters and private
journals that capture in first-person intimacy the attraction,
struggle, drama, and devotion that became a most unlikely love
story.
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4336-5156-4
format: Jacketed Hardcover price: $19.99
pages: 208 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .52"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

marketing highlights
• Valerie was just a baby when
her father was killed by a primitive
Ecuadorian tribe in 1956. Months later
she moved back to live among the
tribe with her mother, Elisabeth
• Valerie found never-before-published
letters between her parents. These
letters build the backstory of the
faithfulness and love exuded between
Jim and Elisabeth, and gives an inside
look at their hearts, their hard-fought
purity, lived-out truth, and unending
devotion
• Elisabeth Elliot was the first woman to
be a bestselling Christian author,
selling more than 1M books

Riveting for old and young alike, this uniquely detailed, moving
account of their personal lives shines as a gold mine of lived-out
truth, hard-fought purity, and an insider’s view on two beloved
Christian figures.

buying audience
• Evangelical women
• Past readers of Elisabeth Elliot
• Buyers of missionary biographies

VALERIE ELLIOT SHEPARD was born in Ecuador in the home of a

jungle doctor. She was only ten months old when her father, Jim
Elliot, was killed by Auca Indians he was seeking to reach with the
gospel. She spent her childhood there, while mother, Elisabeth
Elliot, ministered to the tribe who killed her father, not returning
to the States until she was eight years old. Valerie graduated
from Wheaton College in 1976, and has written a children’s book
(Pilipinto’s Happiness) containing memories of her Amazon
upbringing. She and her husband, Walt, a minister whose parents
were missionaries in the Congo, have eight grown children. Their
home is in the small coastal town of Southport, North Carolina,
near Wilmington.

B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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“SUFFERING
is the

GATEWAY
to JOY”
This never-before-published message is Elisabeth
Elliot’s last teaching on suffering, a subject with
which she was deeply aquainted.

126K in ELISABETH ELLIOT GROUPS on FACEBOOK
1M+ BOOKS SOLD in HER LIFETIME
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Suffering Is Never for
Nothing
BY ELISABETH ELLIOT

Elisabeth Elliot (1926–2015) was a Christian author and speaker.
She, having lived through great loss, taught on God’s grace in the
midst of hardship, as well as teaching wives and mothers to fulfill
the high calling of Titus 2.
In her final book, Elisabeth Elliot describes how it is often through
the deepest suffering that God teaches us the deepest lessons. As
we trust Him through our trials, we come to a greater assurance of
His love and sovereignty—even as He works all things together for
the good of those who love Him.

buying audience
cover not final

• Evangelical women
• Those experiencing seasons of suffering
• Past readers of Elisabeth Elliot

marketing highlights

release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-1415-4
format: Jacketed Hardcover price: $19.99
pages: 112 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .28"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

• Elisabeth Elliot (1926–2015) was one of the most influential
Christians of our time and has millions of books in print. This
title has never been published before and was her final book
on the central message of her life: God’s love is distinctly
experienced in suffering
• Elisabeth Elliot knows suffering. She and her husband, Jim,
moved into an unreached village, only for Jim to lose his life
soon after arriving

ELISABETH ELLIOT was one of the most influential Christians of

our time and the first bestselling Christian woman with millions of
books in print. For more than a half-century, her bestselling books,
timeless teachings, and courageous faith have influenced believers
and seekers of Jesus Christ throughout the world. She used her
experiences as a daughter, wife, mother, widow, and missionary to
bring the message of Christ to countless women and men around
the world.

B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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Sick of Me

W H I T N E Y C A P P S I S A N AT I O N A L S P E A KE R F O R P R OV E R B S
31 MINISTRIES AND A WRITER FOR THE FIRST 5 BIBLE APP
W I T H M O R E T H A N 1,000,000 D O W N LO A D S A N D U S E R S.

@whitneycapps 8K

@Proverbs31org 164K

@whitneycapps 7.5K

@proverbs31minitries 964K

Whitney Capps 6.2K

Proverbs 31 Ministries 3.9M
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Sick of Me

From Transparency to Transformation
BY WHITNEY CAPPS

Perhaps you’re friends with “that” girl. You know her—“the perfect
one” whose kids never get in trouble and whose house is totally
Pinterest worthy. Do encounters like that mess with you and bring up
all the feelings? Insecurity. Frustration. Maybe even shame and guilt?
Despite living in an age where filters are at our fingertips and
Christians have been criticized for being “holier than thou,” we’ve
come to value transparency and vulnerability. And rightly so. We
should be getting real with each other about our junk.

cover not final

But should we stop there? Should we simply gather to confess
and commiserate about our current version of “me”? Is community
about more than just confession and feeling understood by one
another in our shortcomings, struggles, or sin? Or does God have
actual change in store for us on the other side? Is there something
more than just brokenness? The answer is yes. Growing in our faith
means we are honest and holy.

release date: March 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-9288-7
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 192 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .48"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Women’s
Issues

In Sick of Me, Whitney Capps praises the virtues of vulnerability,
accessibility, honesty, and humility that are so desperately needed
for faith-building communities. But she also fights for more. She
helps us see that we shouldn’t swing so far against legalism or
hypocrisy that our faith becomes the feel good fad of the day. For
Whitney, finding your “authentic self” is valuable, but has never
been the call of the gospel. Instead, it’s a call to come and die. Yes,
we can come to Jesus just as we are. But we cannot stay that way.
The gospel is a change-agent. Whitney calls us to live a sanctifying
life that moves from confession to change because though
transparency can be easy and trendy, true transformation is hard.

buying audience
• Evangelical women
• Proverbs 31 Ministries devotional
readers

marketing highlights
• Whitney is aligned with Proverbs 31
Ministries, and this has traditionally
had significant impact on sales
• This refreshing book focuses on the
way the gospel changes our lives to
no longer revolve around us. When we
follow Jesus, we accept the call to
come and die
• Whitney was one of the first writers
for the successful Proverbs 31
Ministries Bible app, First 5, reaching
more than 1M people daily
• Whitney is connected to many wellknown authors like Lysa TerKeurst and
other Proverbs 31 writers

WHITNEY CAPPS is a national speaker for Proverbs 31
Ministries and a writer for the new Bible app, First 5,
reaching more than 1,000,000 people daily. As a Bible
study geek, Whitney’s delight is to dig into God’s Word
for profound yet practical truth. A communicator at heart,
Whitney comes alive by sharing those truths with any gal
who will give her even a few minutes. In her former life
she served as a talent acquisitions professional at Chickfil-A’s corporate office, which gave her a deep love for
helping women connect their passion with their purpose
for the glory of God.

A girly-girl living with all boys, Whitney and her husband
Chad are raising their four sons, Cooper, Dylan, Ryder,
and Tate just outside Atlanta, Georgia. Her house is wild,
loud, and littered with Legos. Whitney is addicted to
shoes, jewelry, and ice crunching. Additionally, Whitney
served her community as her local Bible Study Fellowship
Teaching Leader.
B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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Disciple Her

Using the Word, Work, & Wonder of God to Invest In Women
BY KANDI GALLATY

What does true, biblical discipleship look like? How can women,
no matter what stage of life they are in, practice it? How can we
find time to invest ourselves into others when it feels like our
schedules are already full? What is our place in carrying out the
Great Commission?
In this practical book, Kandi Gallaty outlines a process for
developing an effective disciple-making strategy in your life and
the lives of others. Disciple Her is filled with personal stories and
more than a decade’s worth of discipleship experiences. Most
important, it is saturated with her love for the Word of God.
Helping women see their own life experiences as lessons to pass
on is a constant theme of the book. Disciple Her will be a point
of reference that can be picked up and referred to time and time
again in the years to come as women intentionally obey Jesus’
command to invest their lives into others.

buying audience
• Evangelical women
• Women’s ministry leaders
release date: February 15, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-0247-2
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 160 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .4"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Ministry/
Discipleship

marketing highlights
• Disciple Her is the roadmap for how women can disciple other
women
• Disciple Her will be a point of reference that can be picked
up and referred to time and time again in the years to come as
women intentionally obey Jesus’ command to invest their lives
into others
• Kandi is wife to well-known pastor and author Robby Gallaty

KANDI GALLATY is a pastor’s wife, a mother of two
precious boys (Rig and Ryder), a speaker, and a writer
who is devoted to making disciples by cultivating
a passion in women for God’s Word. She and her
husband, Robby, coauthored Foundations, and
together they lead Replicate Ministries, a ministry that
educates, equips, and empowers believers to make
disciples who make disciples. Kandi and her family
live outside of Nashville, Tennessee, and serve at their
church, Long Hollow Baptist Church.

12
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Here and Now

Thriving in the Kingdom of Heaven Today
BY ROBBY GALLATY

The Christian life is so much more than just a one-time decision to
secure a place in heaven.
What if you could experience heaven on earth today? Not flying
angels singing on clouds, but the fulfilled, abundant life Jesus
promised in the Bible—a life that, regardless of your circumstances or
your present context, experiences joy, happiness, and peace that is
difficult to encapsulate in human terms. What if heaven was available
to us today? Pastor and author Robby Gallaty thinks it is.
We have been taught that salvation is getting man out of earth to live
in heaven when the Bible teaches that God desires to bring heaven
to earth through man. In Here and Now, readers will journey together
to uncover the nucleus of Jesus’ messages, which says the opposite.
Jesus spoke about the kingdom of heaven and the kingdom of God
(both are synonymous as we will see) more than any other topic. No
other concept is even close.

buying audience
• Readers of previous Robby Gallaty books
• Evangelical men and women
release date: February 15, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-5786-2
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 208 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .52"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

also
available
Bearing Fruit
price: $16.99
isbn: 978-1-4627-4379-7
format: Trade Paper

Growing Up
price: $14.99 isbn: 978-1-4627-2998-2
Firmly Planted
price: $13.99 isbn: 978-1-4627-4592-0
CSB Disciple’s Study Bible, Hardcover
price: $39.99 isbn: 978-1-4627-5367-3

marketing highlights
• Here and Now shows readers you don’t have to wait to get to
heaven to live a fully abundant life with Jesus
• Robby Gallaty is recognized in the evangelical world as an authority
on discipleship in the church and has written many books reflecting
this topic
• Robby’s ministry, Replicate Ministries, reaches tens of thousands
per year through its Bible studies and consulting
• Robby published with Holman Bibles the bestselling CSB Disciple’s
Study Bible in 2017
• Author has more than 30,000 followers on Twitter (@RGallaty) and
speaks to thousands of pastors and small group leaders each year

ROBBY GALLATY is the senior pastor of Long Hollow

Baptist Church in Hendersonville, Tennessee. He
was radically saved out of a life of drug addiction
on November 12, 2002. In 2008, he began Replicate
Ministries to equip and train men and women to be
disciples who make disciples. He is also the author of
Unashamed: Taking a Radical Stand for Christ (2010),
Growing Up: How to Be a Disciple Who Makes Disciples
(2013), Firmly Planted: How to Cultivate a Faith Rooted in
Christ (2015), Rediscovering Discipleship: Making Jesus’
Final Words Our First Work (2015), MARCS of a Disciple
(2016), The Forgotten Jesus: Why Western Christians
Should Follow an Eastern Rabbi (2017), and Preaching for
the Rest of Us (2018).
B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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Heroic
BY BILL DELVAUX

It’s in the movies we see. It’s in the news we hear. It’s in the stories we
tell. Every man is stirred by the heroic.
From boyhood, we search for heroes, starting with our fathers. But
somewhere along the way, all our heroes disappoint us. And our
attempts to be a hero fair no better, leaving us confused and unsure.
Yet the heroic longing never leaves us.
We want to be that heroic man, but we do not know how. Jesus does.
He is the great Hero of all time, and He calls men to follow Him. As we
follow, we will quickly realize that the path is surprising. He first leads
us into a place of fear and trembling. He leads us into death. It is our
initiation as men into the new life of the heroic. But the death will be
followed by a stunning resurrection. We will find out our true names
before Him and be given a heroic quest for His kingdom. And most
important, we will discover the secret of true greatness, letting our
lives go to serve others.
In the end, we become most heroic in the silence of His presence.
Here we will feel His love, as he remakes us into His heroic image,
uniting us to Himself.
release date: April 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3944-7
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 224 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .56"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Men’s Issues

buying audience
• Christian men
• Previous buyers of Bill Delvaux books
• Readers of John Eldredge books like
Wild at Heart, as well as other men’s
ministry books

marketing highlights
• All men long for the heroic, but our heroes let us down. When we
follow Christ, we are shown a surprising path to the heroic by the
true Hero Himself
• Bill Delvaux’s ministry, Landmark Ministries, has been operating to
teach and serve men for the past five years
• Delvaux’s career has focused on teaching young men and women
in Bible classes at a prominent Nashville Christian school for the
past twenty-five years
• There has not been a book to capture the hearts of men and men’s
ministries since Wild at Heart and the market is ready
• Bill is a seasoned writer for multiple men’s ministries, editor of
Stand Firm Magazine (a Christian Men’s magazine), and writes for
Landmark Ministries

BILL DELVAUX is a graduate of Duke University and

God is the great Hero, but he also
calls men out to be heroic under
His tutelage. He calls them out to
taste their glory as men. That’s
how He gets glory.”
14
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Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. He has been a
church planter, a high school Bible teacher, and a
running coach. Six years ago, he pioneered Landmark
Ministries to help men connect their stories to God’s
story through retreats and spiritual direction. His
greatest claim to fame is being married to Heidi for
thirty-two years and having two amazing daughters,
Abigail and Rachel. He and his wife currently reside in
Franklin, Tennessee.
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Vulnerable

Rethinking Human Trafficking
BY RALEIGH SADLER

There are more than forty million enslaved people in the world
today.
This is overwhelming. A number so large leaves us asking, What
could I even do to help?
In his book Vulnerable: Rethinking Human Trafficking, Raleigh
Sadler, president and founder of Let My People Go, makes the
case that anyone can fight human trafficking by focusing on
those who are most often targeted. This book invites the reader
to understand their role in the problem of human trafficking, but
more important, their role in the solution.
Human trafficking can be defined as the exploitation of
vulnerability for commercial gain. Using the power of story
and candid interviews, Sadler seeks to discover how ordinary
people can fight human trafficking by recognizing vulnerability
and entering in. As vulnerable people, we can empower other
vulnerable people, because Christ was made vulnerable for us.

buying audience
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-1797-1
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 240 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .6"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Social Issues

• Evangelicals who seek to have a greater role in social justice in
the Church
• Christians engaged with International Justice Mission (IJM) and
Gary Haugen’s ministry initiatives

marketing highlights
• Raleigh Sadler, president and founder of Let My People Go,
offers a new approach to the problem of human trafficking:
equipping vulnerable people to empower other vulnerable people,
because Christ was made vulnerable for us
• There are more than forty million enslaved people in the world today
• The 2016 Global Slavery Index estimates that including U.S. citizens
and immigrants 57,700 people are victims of human trafficking
• This book invites the reader to understand their role in the problem
of human trafficking, but more important, their role in the solution
• Author has been published at The Gospel Coalition, The Huffington
Post, and The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission (ERLC),
among others

RALEIGH SADLER speaks and writes on the topics of
vulnerability and human trafficking. He has been published
at The Gospel Coalition, The Huffington Post, and The
Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission, among others.
In 2013, he began a movement called Let My People Go,
which grew into a nonprofit organization that comes
alongside and empowers local churches to address the
injustice of human trafficking in a holistic manner.
B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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5 Conversations You
Must Have with Your Son
Revised and Expanded Edition
BY VICKI COURTNEY

From the cradle to college, tell your sons the truth about life before
they believe the culture’s lies.
For parents with boys newborn to eighteen, 5 Conversations You Must
Have with Your Son will be as much a part of the boyhood journey as
those Legos you’re still finding under the sofa cushions and the garage
full of sports equipment. Award-winning youth culture commentator
Vicki Courtney helps moms and dads pinpoint and prepare the
discussions that should be ongoing in a boy’s formative years.

cover not final

Fully addressing the dynamic social and spiritual issues and other
influencers at hand, several chapters are written for each of the
conversations, which are:

release date: March 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-9630-4
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 272 size: 6 x 9 spine width: .68"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Family

1. Don’t define manhood by the culture’s wimpy standards; it’s okay
to be a man
2. What you don’t learn to conquer may become your master
3. Not everyone’s doing it! (And other naked truths about sex you
won’t hear in the locker room)
4. Boyhood is only for a season. P.S. It’s time to grow up
5. Godly men are in short supply—dare to become one
The book also offers invaluable tips on having these conversations
across the various stages of development: five and under, six to
eleven, and twelve and up.

buying audience
marketing highlights
• Award-winning youth culture
commentator Vicki Courtney helps
moms and dads pinpoint and prepare
the discussions that should be ongoing
in their sons’ and daughters’ formative
years
• Vicki Courtney teaches regularly about
engaging with our sons and daughters
• An encouraging gift for any parent
looking to prepare for the tween and
teenage years
• These are Vicki’s bestselling titles
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• Previous buyers of Vicki Courtney books
• Christian parents looking for practical resources to engage with
their children

VICKI COURTNEY is a speaker and the bestselling

author of many books and Bible studies. Among her
popular writings are the ECPA Christian Book Award
winners TeenVirtue and TeenVirtue Confidential. Vicki
and her husband have three grown children, a son-inlove, a daughter-in-love, and a grandchild. They live in
Austin, Texas, where they are blessed to have all of their
children living nearby. More information can be found at
VickiCourtney.com.

CH RISTIAN LIVIN G

spring 2019

5 Conversations You
Must Have with Your
Daughter
Revised and Expanded Edition
BY VICKI COURTNEY

From the cradle to college, tell your daughters the truth about life
before they believe the culture’s lies.
For mothers with girls newborn to eighteen, Five Conversations
You Must Have with Your Daughter is simply a must-have book.
Youth culture commentator Vicki Courtney helps moms pinpoint
and prepare the discussions that should be ongoing in their
daughters’ formative years.

cover not final

To fully address the dynamic social and spiritual issues and
influencers at hand, several chapters are written for each of the
conversations, which are:

release date: March 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-9624-3
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 288 size: 6 x 9 spine width: .72"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Family

1. You are more than the sum of your parts
2. Don’t be in such a hurry to grow up
3. Sex is great and worth the wait
4. It’s OK to dream about marriage and motherhood
5. Girls gone wild are a dime a dozen—dare to be virtuous
The book is linked to online bonus features offering invaluable
tips on having these conversations across the various stages of
development: five and under, six to eleven, twelve and up.

buying audience
marketing highlights
• Award-winning youth culture
commentator Vicki Courtney helps
moms and dads pinpoint and prepare
the discussions that should be ongoing
in their sons’ and daughters’ formative
years
• Vicki Courtney teaches regularly about
engaging with our sons and daughters
• An encouraging gift for any parent
looking to prepare for the tween and
teenage years
• These are Vicki’s bestselling titles

• Previous buyers of Vicki Courtney books
• Christian parents looking for practical resources to engage with
their children

VICKI COURTNEY is a speaker and the bestselling

author of many books and Bible studies. Among her
popular writings are the ECPA Christian Book Award
winners TeenVirtue and TeenVirtue Confidential. Vicki
and her husband have three grown children, a son-inlove, a daughter-in-love, and a grandchild. They live in
Austin, Texas, where they are blessed to have all of their
children living nearby. More information can be found at
VickiCourtney.com.
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(in)courage COMMUNITY AUTHORS

LISA-JO BAKER

JEN SCHMIDT

@(in)courage

FACEBOOK: 226K+ LIKES

(in)courage welcomes you to a place of faith,
connection, and friendship, where you will always

TWITTER: 116K+ FOLLOWERS

find yourself among friends. Founded in 2009 by

INSTAGRAM 58K+ FOLLOWERS

Hallmark Cards, Inc., (in)courage has grown into a

PINTEREST 10K+ FOLLOWERS

vibrant community that reaches thousands of women
every day, offering a space to breathe, loving support,
and resources for meaningful connection that include

incourage.me

Craving Connection and A Moment to Breathe, from

WEBPAGE VIEWS/MONTH: 250K+
EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS: 50K+

Craving Connection
price: $17.99
isbn: 978-1-4336-4567-9
format: Printed Hardcover

DaySpring, the Christian products subsidiary of

Never Unfriended
price: $16.99
isbn: 978-1-4336-4306-4
format: Trade Paper

the (in)courage community, and Never Unfriended
and We Saved You a Seat, from Lisa-Jo Baker.

A Moment to Breathe
price: $19.99
isbn: 978-1-4627-6706-9
format: Cloth Over Board

Just Open the Door
price: $16.99
isbn: 978-1-4336-4307-1
format: Trade Paper

CH RISTIAN LIVIN G

spring 2019

Friendship Promises
BY THE (in)courage COMMUNITY

Friendship Promises is a meaningful gift book, for both the giver
and the recipient. Sharing these encouraging words will help friends
walk confidently toward a sweet, strong relationship grounded in
honesty, kindness, and a devotion to God and one another. Featuring
reflections about friendship from Never Unfriended by Lisa-Jo Baker,
and Craving Connection from the (in)courage community, Friendship
Promises combines beautiful graphics with devotional reflections,
prayers, Scripture, and journaling prompts. By giving this lovely book,
you are sharing your heart to be a friend that is authentic, present,
encouraging, and rooted in Christ.
release date: February 1, 2019 isbn: 978-1-5359-3442-8
format: Cloth Over Board price: $19.99 pages: 120 size: 8 x 8 spine width: .3"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

Open-Door Living
Easy Ways to Share the Gift of Hospitality

BY JEN SCHMIDT AND THE (in)courage COMMUNITY

Open-Door Living is a gift book inviting you to replace the
expectations and anxiety of hosting with encouragement and easy
ways to welcome people into your home and point them to Christ.
Jen Schmidt starts with an invitation to the heart of hospitality, then
shares her best practical ideas to remove stress from four aspects
of hosting: food, cleaning, atmosphere, and connection. Featuring
beautiful graphics and devotional reflections, Open-Door Living will
give you the confidence you need to share the gift of your home.
release date: February 1, 2019 isbn: 978-1-5359-3443-5
format: Printed Hardcover price: $19.99 pages: 120 size: 8 x 8 spine width: .3"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

buying audience
• Women seeking gifts for friends
• Women seeking to learn to have strong relationships with others

marketing highlights
• Beautiful, meaningful gifts for women that includes devotional
reflections, prayers, Scripture, and journaling prompts centered
around developing a strong relationship with God and also others
• These books are from (in)courage, continuing the library from this
community that includes Craving Connection, A Moment to Breathe
devotional, Never Unfriended (book and Bible study), and Just
Open the Door (book and Bible study)
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God Our Anchor

Held Fast through a Loved One’s Addiction: A 30-Day
Devotional
BY DEBORAH BAILEY

Do you have friend, family member, or loved one in the throes
of addiction? Do you feel tossed by the storm of their struggle,
wondering how to stay anchored in truth and hope as you walk
beside them?
Deborah Bailey has been there. Having lost her precious daughter
to the darkness of addiction, she knows what it’s like to run to God
in prayer and Scripture, asking the hard questions and dealing with
great loss head-on. In God Our Anchor, Deborah has crafted thirty
devotionals for those who face a similar journey. Each thoughtful
entry helps the reader navigate the storm of a loved one’s
addiction and hold fast to our great anchor, the Lord.
Whether you have lost loved ones to addiction, or still walk beside
them even now in their struggle, Deborah’s devotionals are a safe
harbor for you to meet the Lord, letting Him hold you fast in some
of the roughest waters a person can brave.
release date: April 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3939-3
format: Printed Hardcover price: $14.99
pages: 112 size: 5 x 7 spine width: .28"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Devotional

buying audience
• Christians who are struggling with or supporting someone
struggling with addiction
• Christians looking for encouragement

DEBORAH BAILEY is a physical therapist, a teacher and

marketing highlights
• Simple 30-day devotional to help
those trying to navigate the storm of a
loved one’s addiction
• Christians looking for a resource to help
them engage with and love those
dealing with addiction
• Deborah Bailey is a physical therapist,
a teacher and advocate for intercessory
prayer, and a mother who daily braves
the loss of her daughter to drug
addiction
• According to the National Survey on
Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), 21.5
million American adults (aged 12 and
older) battled a substance use disorder
in 2014
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advocate for intercessory prayer, and a mother who
daily braves the loss of her daughter to drug addiction.
Desperate for relief from the turmoil that the storm
of addiction hailed at her daughter, Ashlynn, Deborah
clung to God’s Word and fervent prayer at depths
she had never plumbed before. While supporting
her daughter through multiple drug rehabilitation
programs, Christian counseling, and sessions with
various experts in psychology and psychiatry, Deborah
felt the presence of the Lord and knew He had a
plan to share her experiences with others who faced
the same turmoil. She and her husband, Mike, now
have a teaching and speaking ministry that seeks
to end addiction and increase public awareness
about the current addiction crisis. Deborah is the
cofounder alongside her husband of The Ashlynn
Bailey Foundation, an initiative dedicated to restore
the lives of reformed addicts, provide hope for families
in the midst of an addiction crisis, and pave a way for
justice to reign in this broken world of drugs. More
information about their foundation may be found at
ashlynnbaileyfoundation.com.
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Leading Small Groups

How to Gather, Launch, Lead, and Multiply Your Small Group
BY CHRIS SURRATT

Leading a small group can literally change the world.
We have been commissioned to make disciples who make
disciples, and Jesus showed us that the best way to carry that
out is through small groups of believers. Just like the first-century
church, small groups form the foundation to take the gospel to the
ends of the earth.
Chris Surratt, Discipleship and Small Groups Specialist for LifeWay
Christian Resources, and author of Small Groups for the Rest of Us,
wants to help you get from here to there.
Regardless of whether you have never led a small group or have
been leading one for years, all of us want to know how to create
environments where spiritual growth takes place and communities
are changed. Leading Small Groups walks the reader through the
stages of gathering, launching, leading, and multiplying a gospelcentered small group. There are also follow-up questions for
discussion and reflection at the end of each section, and practical
resources that can be implemented immediately by the small
group leader.
release date: May 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3469-5
format: Trade Paper price: $16.99
pages: 192 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .52"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Ministry/
Pastoral Resources

CHRIS SURRATT is a ministry
consultant and coach with
more than twenty years of
experience serving the local
church. Chris served on the
Executive Team at Cross
Point Church in Nashville,
Tennessee, and Seacoast
Church in Charleston, South
Carolina, prior to becoming the
Discipleship and Small Groups
Specialist for LifeWay Christian
Resources. He is the author of
Small Groups for the Rest of
Us: How to Design Your Small
Groups System to Reach the
Fringes. You can follow his
blog at chrissurratt.com.

Jesus left His followers with a task—the Great Commission. This
book will help small group leaders and churches in their obedience
to this task.

buying audience
• Followers of LifeWay Small Groups Ministries
• Small group leaders
• Senior pastors and groups pastors looking for a helpful resource
to train their small group leaders
• Buyers of Chris Suratt’s previous book

marketing highlights
• Chris Surratt, Discipleship and Small Groups Specialist for LifeWay
Christian Resources, equips small group leaders with the tools to
gather, launch, lead, and multiply gospel-centered small groups
• Chris Surratt is a ministry consultant and coach with more than
twenty years of experience serving the local church
• Small groups are a leading factor of church growth in the twenty–
first century
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Spurgeon’s Sermons
for Today
The Love of Christ

BY CHARLES SPURGEON

By the time of Spurgeon’s death in 1892, his sermons had
been translated into more than forty languages and circulated
throughout the world. His sermons were found in the hands
of Christians in China, pastors in Norway, fishermen in the
Mediterranean, and even Roman Catholics on pilgrimage through
Europe.
But how do we understand Spurgeon’s words today? How do we
find the message we need in the thousands of writings he left
behind?
The heartbeat of the Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today series is to
bring Spurgeon’s classic words to modern readers and help them
find the message they need to hear.
In the first installment, readers are presented with Spurgeon’s top
sermons on the love of Christ, modernized for today’s readers, and
designed for an easy read, with plenty of room for notes.
release date: March 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-0753-8
format: Printed Hardcover price: $16.99
pages: 300 size: 6 x 9 spine width: .75"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Sermons/Christian

buying audience
• Readers and active social media followers of C. H. Spurgeon content
• Pastors and other Bible teachers
• Seminarians and professors

marketing highlights
• Spurgeon’s top sermons on the love of Christ, modernized for
today’s readers
• Charles Spurgeon is one of the most widely quoted preachers
today, despite passing away more than 100 years ago
• Known as “The Prince of Preachers,” Charles Spurgeon preached
to more than 10,000,000 people in his lifetime
• A perfect selection of titles to be merchandised with Read and
Reflect with the Classics: All Is Grace by C. H. Spurgeon, The Lost
Sermons of C. H. Spurgeon, and Steal Away Home by Matt Carter
and Aaron Ivey

also
available
The Lost Sermons of C. H. Spurgeon Vol. 1
price: $59.99
isbn: 978-1-4366-8681-8
format: Jacketed Hardcover

The Lost Sermons of C. H. Spurgeon Vol. 2
price: $59.99 isbn: 978-1-4336-8682-5
The Lost Sermons of C. H. Spurgeon Vol. 3
price: $59.99 isbn: 978-1-4336-5093-2

C H R ISTIAN LIVIN G
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Spurgeon’s Sermons
for Today
BY CHARLES SPURGEON

By the time of Spurgeon’s death in 1892, his sermons had been translated into
more than forty languages and circulated throughout the world. His sermons
were found in the hands of Christians in China, pastors in Norway, fishermen in
the Mediterranean, and even Roman Catholics on pilgrimage through Europe.
But how do we understand Spurgeon’s words today? How do we find the
message we need in the thousands of writings he left behind?
The heartbeat of the Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today series is to bring
Spurgeon’s classic words to modern readers and help them find the message
they need to hear.

buying audience
• Readers and active social media followers of C. H. Spurgeon content
• Pastors and other Bible teachers

marketing highlights
• Spurgeon’s top sermons on joy, suffering, and prayer, finishing out the
Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today series
• Charles Spurgeon is one of the most widely quoted preachers today, despite
passing away more than 100 years ago
• Known as “The Prince of Preachers,” Charles Spurgeon preached to more than
10,000,000 people in a lifetime
• Christian George is the authority on the writing and life of C. H. Spurgeon
• A perfect selection of titles to be merchandised with Read and Reflect with the
Classics: All Is Grace by C. H. Spurgeon, The Lost Sermons of C. H. Spurgeon,
and Steal Away Home by Matt Carter and Aaron Ivey

isbn

title

price

A

978-1-5359-3922-5

Spurgeon’s Sermon’s for Today: Joy

$16.99

B

978-1-5359-3924-9

Spurgeon’s Sermon’s for Today: Suffering

$16.99

C

978-1-5359-3926-3

Spurgeon’s Sermon’s for Today: Prayer

$16.99

release date: March 1, 2019 format: Printed Hardcover pages: 300 size: 6 x 9
spine width: .75" carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide bisac: RELIGION/
Sermons/Christian
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The Ezra Series
JOURNALS

Ezra Journal, Brown
978-1-5359-3987-4
LeatherTouch® w/Ribbon Marker
5.5 x 8.5 | 128 | $12.99
Available April 1, 2019

Ezra Journal, Navy Cloth
978-1-5359-3989-8
Cloth Over Board w/Ribbon Marker
5.5 x 8.5 | 128 | $12.99
Available April 1, 2019

THE EZRA SERIES
Designed with a masculine feel in an easyto-use format, this timeless piece of elegant
simplicity is a perfect gift for any Christian
wanting to dig deeper in Bible study or
personal reflection.
Be strong and courageous;
don’t be terrified or afraid
of them. For the LORD your
God is the one who will
go with you; he will not
leave you or abandon you.
~Deuteronomy 31:6~
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features include :
• Blank interior with Bible verses as footer
on some pages
• College-ruled lines
• Textured leather cover for brown journal
• Ribbon marker for accessibility
• Band closure

JO URNALS

spring 2019

Reading Plan Series
JOURNALS

Reading Plan Journal, Psalms
978-1-5359-4007-8
Cloth Over Board w/Ribbon Marker
5.5 x 8.5 | 160 | $12.99
Available April 1, 2019

Reading Plan Journal, Romans
978-1-5359-4011-5
Cloth Over Board w/Ribbon Marker
5.5 x 8.5 | 96 | $12.99
Available April 1, 2019

Psalm 154

Psalm 155
READING PLAN SERIES
Organize your thoughts and reflections in
this easy-to-use format designed for both
personal study and sermon preparation.

features include :
•
•
•
•
•

College-ruled lines
Bible verses referenced at top of pages
Textured leather cover for Brown
Ribbon marker for accessibility
Band closure
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Gospel-Centered Kids
Ministry
BY BRIAN DEMBOWCZYK

The story of Jesus interacting with the Emmaus disciples after His
resurrection provides an outline for what a gospel-centered kids
ministry looks like: gospel-centered teaching that points to Jesus
in every session, gospel-centered transformation that positions
the gospel to change a child’s heart and then his or her behavior,
and gospel-centered mission where kids join in on the big story of
Jesus that continues to unfold.
Seven out of ten kids will walk away from church after they turn
eighteen. About five will return when they have families of their
own. But two will never return. Clearly, something isn’t connecting
with our kids. As kids ministry leaders, we need to take a hard look
at what we are missing in our kids ministries and provide kids the
one thing that will satisfy them and keep them connected to the
church—the gospel.

buying audience
release date: October 15, 2018
isbn: 978-1-5359-3955-3
format: Trade Paper price: $12.99
pages: 160 size: 5 x 7 spine width: .25"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Ministry/Children

also
available
Cornerstones
price: $19.99
isbn: 978-1-4627-8234-5
format: Printed Hardcover
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•
•
•
•

Vocational children’s ministers and those who lead in children’s ministry
Church staff looking to better equip those in kids ministry
Fans of The Gospel Coalition and Together for the Gospel
Readers of Brian Dembowczyk’s previous books

marketing highlights
• Gospel-centered teaching is a major theme in churches today
and this book will meet that need for the children’s ministry well
• Brian Dembowczyk is a trusted name in gospel-centered kids
ministry through his work with The Gospel Project, his book
Cornerstones, for kids, and the Cornerstones Parent Guide
• Brian teaches at national children’s ministry conferences,
regional pastoral conferences, and other like events throughout
the year that will support this book’s message

BRIAN DEMBOWCZYK is the managing editor of The
Gospel Project, a Bible study curriculum used by
over one million people each week, and the author of
Gospel-Centered Kids Ministry: How the Gospel Will
Transform Your Kids, Your Church, Your Community, and
the World, and Cornerstones. Before beginning work
with The Gospel Project at LifeWay Christian Resources,
Brian served in local church ministry for seventeen
years, primarily in family and discipleship ministries.

Brian earned a DMin from the New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary and an MDiv from the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. He,
his wife Tara, and their three children—Joshua, Hannah,
and Caleb—live in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

K E Y T ITLES

spring 2019

key titles
New York
Times

bestseller

New York
Times

New York
Times

bestseller

bestseller

ECPA Book
of the Year

2016

Unashamed
$24.99
978-1-4336-8912-3
Jacketed Hardcover

The Battle Plan for Prayer
$16.99
978-1-4336-8866-9
Trade Paper

Designed to Lead
$22.99
978-1-4336-9024-2
Jacketed Hardcover

ECPA

How to Ruin Your Life
$16.99
978-1-4627-8091-4
Trade Paper

Fervent
$16.99
978-1-4336-8867-6
Trade Paper

ECPA

bestseller

bestseller

Awaken
$16.99
978-1-4627-7634-4
Jacketed Hardcover

Just Open the Door
$16.99
978-1-4336-4307-1
Trade Paper

A Moment to Breathe
$19.99
978-1-4627-6706-9
Cloth Over Board

Gay Girl, Good God
$16.99
978-1-4627-5122-8
Trade Paper
Available September 1, 2018

Never Unfriended
$16.99
978-1-4336-4306-4
Trade Paper

Audacious
$17.99
978-1-4336-9052-5
Jacketed Hardcover

The Sacrament of Happy
$16.99
978-1-4336-9193-5
Trade Paper
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key titles
ECPA

bestseller

Looking for Lovely
$16.99
978-1-4336-8925-3
Trade Paper

New York
Times

bestseller

The Love Dare
$14.99
978-1-4336-7959-9
Trade Paper

Remember God
$16.99
978-1-4336-4689-8
Trade Paper
Available October 2, 2018

ECPA

bestseller

Love Lives Here
$17.99
978-1-4336-4891-5
Trade Paper

New York
Times

bestseller

The Resolution for Men
$14.99
978-1-4336-7122-7
Trade Paper

Afraid of All the Things
$17.99
978-1-5359-0593-0
Printed Hardcover
Available January 15, 2019

100 Days with Jesus
$12.99
978-1-4627-4097-0
Printed Hardcover

New York
Times

bestseller

The Resolution for Women
$14.99
978-1-4336-7401-3
Trade Paper

Steal Away Home
$19.99
978-1-4336-9065-5
Jacketed Hardcover

ECPA

bestseller

5 Habits of a Woman
Who Doesn’t Quit
$16.99
978-1-4336-9010-5
Trade Paper

Detours
$19.99
978-1-4336-8659-7
Jacketed Hardcover

ECPA

bestseller

Why Her?
$16.99
978-1-4627-5088-7
Trade Paper

K E Y T ITLES

spring 2019

key titles
PW

bestseller

#1 CBA
& ECPA

bestseller

If You Only Knew
$17.99
978-1-4627-4972-0
Printed Hardcover

The Money Challenge
$12.99
978-1-4336-5030-7
Printed Hardcover

ECPA

I Am a Church Member Becoming a Welcoming Church
$12.99
$12.99
978-1-4336-7973-5
978-1-4627-6545-4
Printed Hardcover
Printed Hardcover

ECPA

bestseller

bestseller

Who Moved My Pulpit?
$12.99
978-1-4336-4387-3
Printed Hardcover

I Will!
$12.99
978-1-4336-8729-7
Printed Hardcover

ECPA

bestseller

Leadership
Journal
award winner

Autopsy of a Deceased Church
$12.99
978-1-4336-8392-3
Printed Hardcover

We Want You Here
$12.99
978-1-4627-8089-1
Printed Hardcover

ECPA

bestseller

Sing!
$12.99
978-1-4627-4266-0
Printed Hardcover

The 4 Wills of God
$19.99
978-1-4627-4373-5
Printed Hardcover

CT Book of
the Year

2016

Onward
$24.99
978-1-4336-8617-7
Jacketed Hardcover

The Storm-Tossed Family
$22.99
978-1-4627-9480-5
Jacketed Hardcover
Available September 15, 2018

Playing for More
$22.99
978-1-5359-3979-9
Jacketed Hardcover
B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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kids

Let’s celebrate our differences
in regards to race, social class
and physical abilities!

ColorFull
price: $14.99
isbn: 978-1-4627-7764-8
format: Printed Hardcover

ThoughtFull
price: $14.99
isbn: 978-1-4627-9474-4
format: Printed Hardcover

“This series was birthed out of the joy I experience
in God’s diverse kingdom. Each book focuses on
relationships as the avenue for teachable conversation
on relevant issues. My hope is that readers see God’s
intentional design in our skin color, appreciate the value
in our unique gifts and abilities, and gracefully care for
our neighbors of varied socioeconomic status.”
–DORENA WILLIAMSON

K IDS

spring 2019

GraceFull

Growing a Heart That Cares for Our Neighbors
BY DORENA WILLIAMSON

Hope and Anna love seeing each other at church. When a Sunday
grace offering is collected to help lift up Anna’s homeless family,
Hope begins to ask questions and has a unique opportunity to
learn what grace looks like, both for her and for Anna’s immigrant
family. This touching story teaches children that God showers
grace that is meant to be shared—allowing us all to be GraceFull!
In this follow up to her first two books, ColorFull and ThoughtFull,
Dorena Williamson opens a dialogue on the tough subjects of
poverty and homelessness and offers children encouragement to
show God’s grace and love to others whose home life might look
very different than their own.
release date: February 1, 2019
4-8
isbn: 978-1-4627-9284-9
format: Printed Hardcover price: $14.99
pages: 32 size: 9 x 9 spine width: .25"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/
Christian/Social Issues

reading audience
• Children ages 4-8

buying audience
• Parents and grandparents of children ages 4-8

marketing highlights
• Third in a trio of books from author Dorena Williamson celebrating
differences in regards to race, social class, and physical abilities
• Includes a Parent Connection that enables parents to have further
discussions surrounding the book’s content
• Takes a fresh approach on the tough subject of poverty and
homelessness and offers children encouragement on how to show
God’s grace to all

DORENA WILLIAMSON is a bridge builder, speaker, and

writer who loves sharing God’s grace in stories for
children. GraceFull draws inspiration from Strong Tower
Bible Church, a multicultural faith community where
she has served as first lady for twenty-two years. She
and her husband, Dr. Chris, have four children.
GENEVA B is a self-taught illustrator from North

Carolina. She enjoys working with colors and adding
whimsy with a touch of realism and happiness.
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BRING THE BIBLE TO LIFE FOR
KIDS OF ALL AGES!

CSB One Big Story Bible
Rainbow Dust
price: $36.99
isbn: 978-1-5359-2221-0
format: LeatherTouch®

CSB One Big Story Bible
Galaxy
price: $36.99
isbn: 978-1-5359-2220-3
format: LeatherTouch®

One Big Story 52-Week Bible
Story Devotional
price: $16.99
isbn: 978-1-5359-3497-8
format: Printed Hardcover

K IDS

spring 2019

ONE BIG STORY

Epic

The Story that Changed the World
Epic: The Story that Changed the World is a graphic novel style
Bible storybook featuring 52 stories and life-application questions
circling back to the one big story of Jesus and making biblical
events more relevant for today’s youth. The book features familiar
yet reimagined art from the One Big Story brand that is perfect for
engaging older kids and preteen readers.

reading audience
• Children ages 8-12

buying audience
• Parents, grandparents, and ministry leaders of children ages 8-12

marketing highlights

release date: April 1, 2019
8-12
isbn: 978-1-5359-3812-9
format: Printed Hardcover price: $16.99
pages: 320 size: 7 x 10.5 spine width: .75"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religious/

• A graphic-novel style Bible storybook featuring 52 stories and
life application questions
• The book features familiar yet reimagined art from the One
Big Story brand that is perfect for engaging preteen readers
and connects to the newest cycle in The Gospel Project
curriculum
• A resource designed to help kids develop a lifelong relationship
with Jesus

Christian/Comics & Graphic Novels

interior spread (not final)
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SLUGS & BUGS

Who Will Play with Me?
BY RANDALL GOODGAME

Doug the Slug is thrilled to discover an awesome red wagon at
the playground, but soon he is feeling pouty because he can’t
find a friend to pull him while he rides. But when he decides to think
about someone other than himself and pull Sparky the Lightning Bug
instead, Doug learns that being a good friend is even more fun.
A lesson from Philippians 2:3: “Do nothing out of selfish ambition
or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above yourselves.”

reading audience
• Children ages 4-8

buying audience
• Parent and grandparents of children ages 4-8
• Fans of Slugs & Bugs

marketing highlights
release date: May 15, 2019
4-8
isbn: 978-1-5359-3972-0
format: Printed Hardcover price: $9.99
pages: 64 size: 7 x 9.5 spine width: .25"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/
Christian/General

• Readers will discover how the Bible’s wisdom on friendship can
be put into action
• Simplistic books with few words and visual storytelling to get
readers laughing and learning
• Existing ancillary music products that have experienced a 46
percent increase in the kids music industry
• Tours 50 days a year
• 8 CDs & 1 video to date
• Slugs & Bugs averaged 46.4 percent increase while other kids
music has a 20.9 percent decrease according to Soundscan
• Slugs & Bugs music has sold more than 100K copies

RANDALL GOODGAME is hailed by CCMMagazine.com

Randall performing one of the many Slugs & Bugs
songs
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as “ . . . the greatest thing to happen to children’s
music in a generation.” Randall has a deep and abiding
passion for helping families get to know Jesus and the
joy of the gospel. His Slugs & Bugs music is among the
most revered and critically lauded series in Christian
family entertainment, garnering multiple Dove Award
nominations. He now brings his trademark artistic
excellence and delightful enthusiasm for the Word to
these books written for children and the grown-ups
who love them.
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SLUGS & BUGS

Are We Still Friends?
BY RANDALL GOODGAME

When Doug accidentally eats all of Sparky’s flavor-blasted pizza
chips, Doug lies to cover it up, and the hilarious search for the chip
thief begins! But when Doug admits the truth, he must apologize
to Sparky. Come along as the friends learn that friendship is about
forgiveness and trust, along with a good dose of shared laughter.
A lesson from Ephesians 4:32: “Be kind and compassionate to one
another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you.”

reading audience
• Children ages 4-8

buying audience
• Parent and grandparents of children ages 4-8
• Fans of Slugs & Bugs

marketing highlights
release date: May 15, 2019
4-8
isbn: 978-1-5359-3971-3
format: Printed Hardcover price: $9.99
pages: 64 size: 7 x 9.5 spine width: .25"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/
Christian/General

• Readers will discover how the Bible’s wisdom on friendship can
be put into action
• Simplistic books with few words and visual storytelling to get
readers laughing and learning
• Existing ancillary music products that have experienced a 46
percent increase in the kids music industry
• Tours 50 days a year
• 8 CDs & 1 video to date
• Slugs & Bugs averaged 46.4 percent increase while other kids
music has a 20.9 percent decrease according to Soundscan
• Slugs & Bugs music has sold more than 100K copies

RANDALL GOODGAME is hailed by CCMMagazine.com

Randall performing with kids at Covenant
Christian School

as “ . . . the greatest thing to happen to children’s
music in a generation.” Randall has a deep and abiding
passion for helping families get to know Jesus and the
joy of the gospel. His Slugs & Bugs music is among the
most revered and critically lauded series in Christian
family entertainment, garnering multiple Dove Award
nominations. He now brings his trademark artistic
excellence and delightful enthusiasm for the Word to
these books written for children and the grown-ups
who love them.
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What Am I Feeling?
BY JOSH AND CHRISTI STRAUB

Ready to meet some emotions?
Sam has a lot to discover on today’s adventure while he meets all his
friends and the emotions they each represent. Why is Anger’s tummy
hurting? And why is Happy still smiling? As each friend describes what
he or she is feeling, the inquisitive and wise Sam teaches them that
emotions are just warning signs, and he points them to the biblical way
to handle each emotion.

cover not final

Today’s kids are dealing with everything from sibling rivalry and bullying
to divorce and tragedy. What Am I Feeling? offers a scientifically based
and biblically grounded way for children to label their emotions, wire
their brains for relationships, and provide the building blocks for a
lifetime of loving God and loving others. The book includes a pull-out
feelings chart as well as supplemental online materials, tools that parents
and children can use together as they learn how to deal with emotions
and develop a healthy understand of their God-given feelings.
release date: March 1, 2019
4-8
isbn: 978-1-5359-3818-1
format: Printed Hardcover price: $14.99
pages: 32 size: 8.5 x 11 spine width: .25"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/
Christian/Emotions & Feelings

reading audience
• Children ages 4-8

buying audience
• Parents, grandparents, and ministry leaders of children ages 4-8
• Those who work with children
• Buyers of author’s previous books

marketing highlights
• Helps young readers verbalize their feelings in a biblical way
• Includes a pull-out feelings chart as well as supplemental online
materials that parents can use with their children in emotional
situations
• Both Josh and Christi host “In This Together” podcast, and their
weekly Facebook Live broadcasts reach tens of thousands of families
• Josh has a PhD and Christi has a MBA in Psychology and a passion
for marriages and families

JOSH & CHRISTI STRAUB Josh (PhD) serves as Marriage and
Family Strategist for LifeWay Christian Resources. Together,
Josh and Christi (MA, MBA) also co-founded Famous at
Home, an organization equipping leaders and their spouses in
emotional intelligence and family wellness. They are Fellows
of the Townsend Institute for Leadership and Counseling
and host a weekly In This Together podcast and lead
TwentyTwoSix Parenting. Josh and Christi have two fun and
feisty kids, Landon and Kennedy.

Interior sample (not final)
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Why God?

Exploring Who God Is and Why We Should Believe in Him
BY DAN DEWITT

It’s often hard to keep up with all the questions that come from
children’s inquisitive minds and active mouths, and the challenge is
never bigger than when they ask the biggest questions of all—Who
is God? Where did He come from? Why should I believe in Him?
As this picture book introduces two fun child characters who are
full of questions about God, readers go along for the discovery,
learning richly about the glory and wonder of their Father. Written
by an apologetics professor with a love for both stories and
children, Why God? takes apologetics and makes it accessible
for young readers, not only answering their questions but also
opening their hearts to the wonders of God.

reading audience
• Children ages 4-8
release date: May 1, 2019
4-8
isbn: 978-1-5359-3819-8
format: Printed Hardcover price: $14.99
pages: 32 size: 8.8 x 10.3 spine width: .25"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religious/
Christian/General

buying audience
• Parents, grandparents and ministry leaders of children ages 4-8

marketing highlights
• Apologetics primer for kids, helps parents answer the tough
questions kids have
• Takes a heavy topic and makes it more accessible to kids
• Dan DeWitt is an apologetics professor at Cedarville University
with a love for both stories and children

DAN DEWITT (PhD, The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary) is associate professor of applied theology
and apologetics and the director of the Center
for Biblical Apologetics and Public Christianity at
Cedarville University. He is the author of Life in the
Wild (The Good Book Company, 2018) and Jesus or
Nothing (Crossway, 2014). He posts regularly on his
blog Theolatte.com.
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Easter Is Coming!
BY TAMA FORTNER

Mommy and her little ones are settling in for story time, and
this time it’s the biblical story of Easter that she’s telling. As the
youngsters hear God’s tale unfold with its sometimes somber
notes about sin and death, they are softly and continually
reminded, “But Easter is coming!” By the end of the book, the
anticipation has built and the children can celebrate the ending
and the glory of Easter Sunday.
cover not final

In a time when children’s Easter excitement often focuses on only
egg hunts and candy, this book offers a different—and true—
reason for joy and expectancy. It’s designed to be read and reread
on the days leading up to Easter, telling the greatest story and
building a sense of anticipation and celebration in little hearts.
release date: February 1, 2019
2-6
isbn: 978-1-5359-3764-1
format: Board Book price: $9.99
pages: 24 size: 8 x 8 spine width: .5"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religious/
Christian/Holidays & Celebrations

reading audience
• Children ages 2-6

buying audience
• Parents, grandparents, and ministry leaders of children ages 2-6

marketing highlights
• An Easter advent book for families
• Helps build anticipation for children and get them refocused on
the true meaning of Easter
• Fun board book that is durable for toddlers and young children
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BIBLEMAN

Bibleman Coloring and
Activity Book
BY P23 ENTERTAINMENT INC. AND B&H KIDS

The Bibleman Coloring and Activity Book brings Bibleteam
favorites to more than 120 fun coloring and activity pages for
kids. Also included is a fold-out, color-your-own poster of the
Bibleteam.
Activities include:
• mazes
• matching
• fill in the blank
• word searches
• find the differences
• and more!

reading audience
release date: April 15, 2019
4-8
isbn: 978-1-5359-3784-9
format: Trade Paper price: $7.99
pages: 128 size: 8.5 x 11 spine width: .2"
carton qty: 36 rights: US bisac: JUVENILE
NONFICTION/Religious/Christian/
Games & Activities

• Children ages 4-8

buying audience
• Parents and grandparents of children ages 4-8

marketing highlights
• Features more than 120 activities like mazes, matching, fill in the
blank, word searches, a pull-out poster and more
• This family-favorite brand has been reimagined using animation
and will appeal to children who love superheroes
• This brand teaches biblical values and helps kids learn Scripture

interior spread

*Character ownership and licensing by P23 Entertainment Inc.
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God Gave Me Grandma
It’s no secret that children tend to have a special bond with their
grandmothers. With humorous art and fun verses, this book
celebrates that relationship and recognizes the many ways that
grandmothers support, love, and empower their grandchildren.

reading audience
• Children ages 1-4

buying audience
• Parents and grandparents of children ages 1-4

marketing highlights
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3815-0
format: Board Book price: $9.99
pages: 24 size: 8 x 8 spine width: .5"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/

1-4

• Shows children the many ways God blesses us through
grandparents
• Features humorous art and fun verses to help celebrate
grandparent relationships
• Perfect board book size that is durable for young toddler hands

Christian/Relationships

interior spread (not final)
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God Gave Me Grandpa
It’s no secret that children tend to have a special bond with
their grandfathers. With humorous art and fun verses, this book
celebrates that relationship and recognizes the many ways that
grandfathers support, love, and empower their grandchildren.

reading audience
• Children ages 1-4

buying audience
• Parents and grandparents of children ages 1-4

marketing highlights
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3817-4
format: Board Book price: $9.99
pages: 24 size: 8 x 8 spine width: .5"
carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/

1-4

• Shows children the many ways God blesses us through
grandparents
• Features humorous art and fun verses to help celebrate
grandparent relationships
• Perfect board book size that is durable for young toddler hands

Christian/Relationships

interior spread (not final)
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Empowered

How God Shaped 11 Women’s Lives (And Can Shape Yours Too)
BY CATHERINE PARKS

Empowered takes the popular idea of what it means to be a strong
girl and flips it on its head, using the stories of twelve faithful
women to show that real power comes from our loving Father
through His Son. In the pages of this book, girls will encounter
women they may never have heard of. They will learn some of the
character traits that go along with the Christian walk, but they
will also encounter a God who is faithful to complete the work He
has begun in them. They don’t have to do the things these women
have done to live a life of purpose; by making a direct connection
to their daily lives, readers will have a bigger and a more personal
view of their Father and His love for them.
The stories in Empowered are about faithful women, but even
more about a steadfast God. The same God who was faithful to
give Corrie ten Boom the love she needed in order to forgive her
prison guard can help girls love the unlovable bullies at school.
The love for Jesus that compelled Sophie Scholl to sacrifice her
life for a higher cause can empower a young girl who sees injustice
in the world around her. In a culture where kids see value in terms
of Instagram likes and viral videos, the life of Pandita Ramabai will
show the value of humble worship.
release date: April 1, 2019
8-14
isbn: 978-1-5359-3455-8
format: Trade Paper price: $14.99
pages: 224 size: 5.5 x 8.5 spine width: .5"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religious/
Christian/Biography & Autobiography

women influencers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corrie ten Boom
Betsie ten Boom
Sophie Scholl
Phillis Wheatley
Joni Eareckson Tada
Annie Armstrong
Fannie Crosby
Pandita Ramabai
Esther Ahn Kim
Elisabeth Elliot
Charlotte Forten Grimke

Through the inspiring stories of twelve faithful women,
Empowered will show girls that God is the true source of their
power, strength, and purpose in life, removing the pressure girls
may feel to conquer the world on their own.

reading audience
• Girls ages 8-14

buying audience
• Parents, grandparents, and ministry leaders of girls ages 8-14

marketing highlights
• Takes the popular idea of what it means to be a strong girl and
flips it on its head
• Highlights known and unknown women of history that walked
the Christian walk and did it well
• Catherine is an author and Bible teacher who loves to see
people build friendships around Scripture and prayer

CATHERINE PARKS is an author and Bible teacher who

loves to see people build friendships around Scripture
and prayer. She’s the author of Real: The Surprising
Secret to Deeper Relationships, a co-author of A
Christ-Centered Wedding: Rejoicing in the Gospel on
Your Big Day, and she lives in Nashville, TN with her
husband, two children, and a cute dog named Ollie.
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Spring Key Titles

The Super Gifts of Spring
978-1-4336-8233-9
Printed Hardcover
8 x 8 | 32 | $9.99

My Easter Basket
978-1-4336-8990-1
Die Cut Board Book
8 x 8 | 14 | $12.99

Audrey Bunny
978-1-4336-8045-8
Jacketed Hardcover
8 x 10 | 32 | $14.99

The Amazing Journey
978-1-4336-8342-8
Printed Hardcover
9 x 11 | 48 | $12.99
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CSB Defend Your
Faith Bible
The Apologetics Bible for Kids

This four-color apologetics Bible for elementary-age children offers
hundreds of features to intrigue and challenge young readers. Part
of the successful Apologetics Study Bible brand, the CSB Defend
Your Faith Bible introduces apologetics to kids and equips them to
understand what they believe, why they believe it, and how to defend it.

features include

cover not final

• Digging into the Word. Travel to the Holy Lands, dig into the dirt,
and discover the evidence!
• Science in the Bible. God created an orderly universe and amazing
world for us to enjoy. See how His fingerprints are all over Creation.
• Untwisting Scripture. Unravel the Scriptures to discover the
consistent truth of God’s Word.
• Defenders of the Faith. These true stories of men and women, boys
and girls will inspire you to defend your faith.
• That’s a Fact. Fun facts and statistics that help you go deeper and
understand more about God’s Word.
• Know Question. It’s important to ask questions. It’s even more
important to know where to look for the answers.
• Introduction to each book of the Bible
• Presentation page
• Full text of the CSB (Christian Standard Bible)

A

reading audience
• Children ages 8-12

buying audience
• Parents, grandparents, and ministry leaders of children ages 8-12

marketing highlights
B

C
3

GENESIS
A!

dis nostiantem quiae dolestem qui del minim quam as illupta sperferem videsedi
con proreicia simagnihit, sit aut aut ellabo. Ut ut expeles aspernat odio. Ut hic te
doluptatia sit labo. Et fugiam volutem et alique volut rem vel ipientus eaquunt laborep
rectur, sequias pelecae ctessit que officti net facerum ute ne auda sum dipsam aut
fugit quam harum et est et excerorporem qui consequame plitinus alit, voluptatem
id et ea idusa dis doluptatenis rerro et del magnatet laborem. Ut earunt fuga. Ate
dolum quistruptas aut officia cus as necesciusdam ipsus quiduntis quistrum volesse
remqui blaboribus, quis nestemo et labo. Con ne omnis debit quatem as dolorro
riorempore nam ad quis qui occae nusantur repe doluptam nem. Nam sum ducimin
cuptatiumet, senihiliam est dempor maximin ustotatiatur aut pra voles quo temolor
eperio eos alique cus. Pel illorro maximint eosa ped molores secus, nonsequamus
eos sunt volutem et alique volut. Qui dunt adis nostiantem quiae dolestem qui del
minim quam as illupta sperferem videsedi con proreicia simagnihit, sit aut aut ellabo.
Ut ut expeles aspernat odio. Ut hic te doluptatia sit labo.

AUTHOR !Et fugiam volutem et alique

volut rem vel ipientus eaquunt laborep
rectur, sequias pelecae ctessit que officti
net facerum ute ne auda sum dipsam aut
fugit quam harum et est et excerorporem
qui consequame plitinus alit, voluptatem
id et ea idusa dis doluptatenis rerro et del
magnatet laborem.

DATE #Ut earunt fuga. Ate dolum quist-

ruptas aut officia cus as necesciusdam
ipsus quiduntis quistrum volesse remqui
blaboribus, quis nestemo et Qui dunt adis
nostiantem quiae dolestem qui del minim
quam as illupta sperferem videsedi con
proreicia simagnihit, sit aut aut ellabo. Ut
ut expeles aspernat odio. Ut hic te doluptatia sit labo. Et fugiam volutem et alique
volut rem vel ipientus eaquunt laborep
rectur, sequias pelecae ctessit que officti
net facerum ute ne auda sum dipsam aut
fugit quam harum et est et excerorporem
qui consequame plitinus alit, voluptatem
id et ea idusa dis doluptatenis rerro et del
magnatet laborem.

THEME#Ut earunt fuga. Ate dolum quist-

ruptas aut officia cus as necesciusdam
ipsus quiduntis quistrum volesse remqui
blaboribus, quis nestemo et. Qui dunt adis
nostiantem quiae dolestem qui del minim
quam as illupta sperferem videsedi con
proreicia simagnihit, sit aut aut ellabo. Ut
ut expeles aspernat odio. Ut hic te dolupta-

THE CREATION
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.!A
² Now the earth was formless and empty,
darkness covered the surface of the watery
depths, and the Spirit of God was hovering
over the surface of the waters. ³ Then God
said, “Let there be light,” and there was
light. ⁴ God saw that the light was good, and
God separated the light from the darkness.
⁵ God called the light “day,” and the darkness
he called “night.” There was an evening, and
there was a morning: one day.
⁶ Then God said, “Let there be an expanse
between the waters, separating water from
water.” ⁷ So God made the expanse and separated the water under the expanse from
the water above the expanse. And it was so.
⁸ God called the expanse “sky.”!B Evening
came and then morning: the second day.
⁹ Then God said, “Let the water under the
sky be gathered into one place, and let the
dry land appear.” And it was so. ¹⁰ God called
the dry land “earth,” and the gathering of
the water he called “seas.” And God saw that
it was good. ¹¹ Then God said, “Let the earth
produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants
and fruit trees on the earth bearing fruit
with seed in it according to their kinds.”
And it was so. ¹² The earth produced vegetation: seed-bearing plants according to
their kinds and trees bearing fruit with seed
in it according to their kinds. And God saw
that it was good. ¹³ Evening came and then
morning: the third day.
¹⁴ Then God said, “Let there be lights in the
expanse of the sky to separate the day from
the night. They will serve as signs for sea-

1!

tia sit labo. Et fugiam volutem et alique
volut rem vel ipientus eaquunt laborep rectur, sequias pelecae ctessit que officti net
facerum ute ne auda sum dipsam aut fugit
quam harum et est et excerorporem qui
consequame plitinus alit, voluptatem id et
ea idusa dis doluptatenis rerro et del magnatet laborem. Ut earunt fuga. Ate dolum
quistruptas aut officia cus as necesciusdam
ipsus quiduntis quistrum volesse remqui
blaboribus, quis nestemo et labo. Con ne
omnis debit quatem as dolorro riorempore
nam ad quis qui occae nusantur repe doluptam nem. Nam sum ducimin cuptatiumet,
senihiliam est dempor maximin ustotatiatur aut pra voles quo temolor eperio eos
alique cus.
TIMELINE!Pel illorro maximint eosa ped
molores secus, nonsequamus eos sunt volutem et alique volut. Qui dunt adis nostiantem quiae dolestem qui del minim quam
as illupta sperferem videsedi con proreicia
simagnihit, sit aut aut ellabo. Ut ut expeles
aspernat odio. Ut hic te doluptatia sit labo.
Et fugiam volutem et alique volut rem vel
ipientus eaquunt laborep rectur, sequias
pelecae ctessit que officti net facerum
ute ne auda sum dipsam aut fugit quam
harum et est et excerorporem qui consequame plitinus alit, voluptatem id et ea idusa dis doluptatenis rerro et del magnatet
laborem. Ut earunt fuga.

Defend 100

So God made the expanse and separated
the water under the expanse from the water above the expanse. And it was so. GEN 1:7

sons!C and for days and years. ¹⁵ They will be
lights in the expanse of the sky to provide
light on the earth.” And it was so. ¹⁶ God made
the two great lights — the greater light to
rule over the day and the lesser light to rule
over the night — as well as the stars. ¹⁷ God
placed them in the expanse of the sky to provide light on the earth, ¹⁸ to rule the day and

GENESIS X-X

the night, and to separate light from darkness. And God saw that it was good. ¹⁹ Evening came and then morning: the fourth day.
²⁰ Then God said, “Let the water swarm
with!D living creatures, and let birds fly
above the earth across the expanse of the
sky.” ²¹ So God created the large sea-creatures!E and every living creature that moves
and swarms in the water, according to their
kinds. He also created every winged creature according to its kind. And God saw that
it was good. ²² God blessed them: “Be fruitful,
multiply, and fill the waters of the seas, and
let the birds multiply on the earth.” ²³ Evening came and then morning: the fifth day.
²⁴ Then God said, “Let the earth produce living creatures according to their kinds: livestock, creatures that crawl, and the wildlife
of the earth according to their kinds.” And
it was so. ²⁵ So God made the wildlife of the
earth according to their kinds, the livestock
according to their kinds, and all the creatures
that crawl on the ground according to their
kinds. And God saw that it was good.
²⁶ Then God said, “Let us make man!F in!G
our image, according to our likeness. They
will rule the fish of the sea, the birds of the
sky, the livestock, the whole earth,!H and the
creatures that crawl!I on the earth.”
²⁷ So God created man in his own image;
he created him in!J the image of God;
he created them male and female.
²⁸ God blessed them, and God said to them,
“Be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth, and subdue it. Rule the fish of the sea, the birds of
the sky, and every creature that crawls!K on
the earth.” ²⁹ God also said, “Look, I have
given you every seed-bearing plant on the
surface of the entire earth and every tree
whose fruit contains seed. This will be food
for you, ³⁰ for all the wildlife of the earth, for
every bird of the sky, and for every creature
that crawls on the earth — everything having the breath of life in it — I have given!L
every green plant for food.” And it was so.
³¹ God saw all that he had made, and it was
very good indeed. Evening came and then
morning: the sixth day.
So the heavens and the earth and everything in them were completed. ² On the
seventh!M day God had completed his work
that he had done, and he rested!N on the sev-

2!

1:1 Or created the universe B!1:8 Or “heavens.” C!1:14 Or for the appointed times D!1:20 Lit with
swarms of E!1:21 Or created sea monsters F!1:26 Or human beings ; Hb ‘adam, also in v. 27 G!1:26 Or
as H!1:26 Syr reads sky, and over every animal of the land I!1:26 Or scurry J!1:27 Or man as his own
image; he created him as K!1:28 Or and all scurrying animals L!1:30 I have given added for clarity
M!
2:2 Sam, LXX, Syr read sixth N!2:2 Or ceased, also in v. 3 O!2:3 Lit work that God created to make
A!

interior spread (not final)
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• Introduces apologetics to kids and equips them to understand
what they believe, why they believe it, and how to defend it
• Full-color Bible that includes hundreds of features to intrigue
and challenge young readers
• The CSB Defend Your Faith Bible features the readable, faithfulto-the-original text of the Christian Standard Bible. The CSB’s
optimal blend of accuracy and readability makes it perfectly
suited for a lifetime of studying, memorizing, and sharing
isbn

binding material

A

978-1-4336-4901-1

Hardcover

price
$29.99

B

978-1-4627-9260-3

LeatherTouch® - Plum

$39.99

C

978-1-4627-9262-7

LeatherTouch® - Walnut

$39.99

release date: March 15, 2019 pages: 1350 size: 6 x 9 spine width: 1.3125"
carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/Christian Standard Bible/
Children
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CSB Seven Arrows Bible
The How-to-Study Bible for Students

The How-to-Study Bible
If you have ever wondered how to study the Bible effectively or how to
teach someone to study it, the CSB Seven Arrows Bible is the perfect
solution. This clear, orderly, and memorable guide for studying any
passage of Scripture will equip you to love and apply God’s Word
for the rest of your life. Leveraging the research and success of the
Seven Arrows study method, the CSB Seven Arrows Bible fully walks
readers through 150 passages and touches on aspects of another
600 passages. Using the arrows as a guide, readers will learn to ask
and answer questions such as What does this passage tell us about
God? How does this passage change the way I relate to people? and
How does this passage prompt me to pray? The result is a deeper
appreciation for God’s love and for the beauty and power of His Word.

features include
• General Bible introduction with explanation of the Seven Arrows
reading method
• Introductions for each book of the Bible
• 150 passages with a full page application of all 7 arrows
• 600 passages with a highlight on 1 of the 7 arrows
• Full text of the Christian Standard Bible
• Bible reading plan
• Maps
• Bible concordance

A

reading audience
• students ages 13-18

buying audience
• leaders of students age 13-18

marketing highlights
B

C

INTRODUCTION TO

GENESIS

Genesis is a book of beginnings. The opening words set the stage for all that
will follow: “In the beginning God…”. God is the main character of the story and
the book of Genesis describes His majestic plan to fill the earth with His glory.
God speaks all things into existence, creating a perfect world that shows off
His greatness. He also places image-bearers, men and women, in this world to
reflect His image and fill the earth.
The baturify scene in the Garden of Eden does not last long, however, as
Satan tempts the first couple to doubt God’s love and disobey His commands.
The first sin twists and distorts God’s grand design, ushering in the chaos and
death that results from sin. The remainder of the book describes God’s plan to
save sinners and fix the world broken by sin. God pledges to send a child, an
offspring of Eve, who will one day crush the head of Satan, sin, and death forever (Gen 3:15). He even hints at the way that sin will be forgiven, as He offers a
sacrifice to cover for the sins of Adam and Eve (Gen 3:21).
The primary focus of this story is on the call of Abraham and the emergence
of God’s people—the nation of Israel—who would serve as the recipient of
God’s promises and from whom would come the one who would make all
things right once more. The stories throughout the book trace God’s faithfulness to His promises in spite of the sin of the people. God makes a covenant
with the people, pledging to love them, save them, and dwell among them.
It is thought that Moses was the author of Genesis—probably writing them
along with Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy while in the wilderness of Sinai. This writing would serve for formalize a unified record of God’s
character and actions. Moses was best positioned to pen these words because
of the central role he played in leading God’s people and the authority that
came with His position.
This book is the basis of God’s revelation of Himself, His character, and His
mission in the world. Everything that follows in the Scripture, including the
life, death, burial, and resurrection is built upon this foundation. The promises
found in Genesis find their perfect and ultimate fulfillment in the person and
work of Jesus Christ, who accomplishes God's plan to save sinners and fix the
world.

interior spread (not final)

GENESIS X-X

2

THE CREATION
across the expanse of the sky.” 21 So God creIn the beginning God created the heavens ated the large sea-creatures E and every living
and the earth. A
creature that moves and swarms in the water,
2
Now the earth was formless and empty, according to their kinds. He also created evdarkness covered the surface of the watery ery winged creature according to its kind. And
depths, and the Spirit of God was hovering God saw that it was good. 22 God blessed them:
“Be fruitful, multiply, and fill the waters of the
God exists before all things. He designed everything seas, and let the birds multiply on the earth.”
we see in this world. From the beginning, God exists 23 Evening came and then morning: the fifth day.
24
in three persons—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit–who
Then God said, “Let the earth produce liveach play a role in creating the world and all that is in it.
Since God is the Creator, everything in life is meant to ing creatures according to their kinds: livefunction according to His design. He knows the purpose stock, creatures that crawl, and the wildlife of
for everything He made, including people, and all things the earth according to their kinds.” And it was
are made to function according to His plan. GEN 1:1-2 so. 25 So God made the wildlife of the earth according to their kinds, the livestock according
over the surface of the waters. 3 Then God said, to their kinds, and all the creatures that crawl
4
“Let there be light,” and there was light. God on the ground according to their kinds. And
saw that the light was good, and God separated God saw that it was good.
26
the light from the darkness. 5 God called the
Then God said, “Let us make man F in G our
light “day,” and the darkness he called “night.” image, according to our likeness. They will rule
There was an evening, and there was a morn- the fish of the sea, the birds of the sky, the livestock, the whole earth, H and the creatures that
ing: one day.
6
Then God said, “Let there be an expanse crawl I on the earth.”
between the waters, separating water from 27 So God created man in his own image;
water.” 7 So God made the expanse and sepahe created him in J the image of God;
rated the water under the expanse from the
he created them male and female.
water above the expanse. And it was so. 8 God 28 God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be
called the expanse “sky.” B Evening came and fruitful, multiply, fill the earth, and subdue it.
Rule the fish of the sea, the birds of the sky,
then morning: the second day.
9
Then God said, “Let the water under the sky and every creature that crawls K on the earth.”
be gathered into one place, and let the dry land 29 God also said, “Look, I have given you evappear.” And it was so. 10 God called the dry ery seed-bearing plant on the surface of the
land “earth,” and the gathering of the water entire earth and every tree whose fruit conhe called “seas.” And God saw that it was good. tains seed. This will be food for you, 30 for all
11
Then God said, “Let the earth produce vege- the wildlife of the earth, for every bird of the
tation: seed-bearing plants and fruit trees on sky, and for every creature that crawls on the
the earth bearing fruit with seed in it accord- earth — everything having the breath of life in
ing to their kinds.” And it was so. 12 The earth it — I have given L every green plant for food.”
produced vegetation: seed-bearing plants ac- And it was so. 31 God saw all that he had made,
cording to their kinds and trees bearing fruit and it was very good indeed. Evening came and
with seed in it according to their kinds. And then morning: the sixth day.
God saw that it was good. 13 Evening came and
So the heavens and the earth and everythen morning: the third day.
thing in them were completed. 2 On the
14
Then God said, “Let there be lights in the seventh M day God had completed his work
expanse of the sky to separate the day from the that he had done, and he rested N on the sevnight. They will serve as signs for seasons C and enth day from all his work that he had done.
for days and years. 15 They will be lights in the 3 God blessed the seventh day and declared it
expanse of the sky to provide light on the earth.” holy, for on it he rested from all his work of
And it was so. 16 God made the two great lights creation. Ø
— the greater light to rule over the day and the
lesser light to rule over the night — as well as A
1:1 Or created the universe B 1:8 Or “heavens.” C 1:14 Or
the stars. 17 God placed them in the expanse of for
the appointed times D 1:20 Lit with swarms of E 1:21 Or
the sky to provide light on the earth, 18 to rule created sea monsters F 1:26 Or human beings ; Hb ‘adam,
the day and the night, and to separate light from also in v. 27 G 1:26 Or as H 1:26 Syr reads sky, and over every
darkness. And God saw that it was good. 19 Eve- animal of the land I 1:26 OrK scurry J 1:27 Or man as his own
image; he created him as 1:28 Or and all scurrying animals
ning came and then morning: the fourth day.
L
1:30 I have given added for clarity M 2:2 Sam, LXX, Syr read
D
20
Then God said, “Let the water swarm with sixth N 2:2 Or ceased, also in v. 3 O 2:3 Lit work that God
living creatures, and let birds fly above the earth created to make P 2:4 Lit creation on the day Q 2:5 Or earth

1

2

• A “how to” study of the Bible, provides a guide to dig deeper on
more than 700 passages
• Clear, orderly, and memorable guide for studying the Bible
• The CSB Seven Arrows Bible features the readable, faithfulto-the-original text of the Christian Standard Bible. The CSB’s
optimal blend of accuracy and readability makes it perfectly
suited for a lifetime of studying, memorizing, and sharing
isbn

binding material

A

978-1-4336-4902-8

Hardcover

price
$29.99

B

978-1-4627-9074-6

LeatherTouch® - Black

$44.99

C

978-1-4627-9075-3

LeatherTouch® - Crimson

$44.99

release date: March 15, 2019 pages: 1350 size: 6 x 9 spine width: 1.3125"
carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/Christian Standard Bible/
Youth & Teen
B HPU B LISHIN G.COM
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bibles

Featuring the

CHRISTIAN
STANDARD
BIBLE

Faithful and True: These words remind us that God’s Word reveals his
character and will to us, transforms our lives, and leaves us in awe of his
glory. At LifeWay, we strive to be faithful and true to the Word of God in all
that we do, and we know that God is faithful and true to guide us as we
publish biblical resources for life.
We are excited to feature the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). A translation
that is accurate to the original languages while still remaining accessible for
Christians to engage on a daily basis can be very helpful as an individual
grows in their spiritual maturity. We also know that God’s Word is meant
to be shared. A translation that balances fidelity and readability opens the
door for every believer to share the Bible with someone who has read it
for a lifetime, or with someone who has never before encountered its lifechanging message.
For the most up-to-date news on the CSB, visit CSBible.com
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P E N TAT E U C H

Genesis

KEY VERSE

ON THE TIMELINE:

A LITTLE BACKGROUND:

MESSAGE AND PURPOSE:

Authorship of the Torah (the
first five books of the Old Testament) has consistently been
attributed to Moses, an influential Israelite leader from the
fifteenth century BC. Though
Genesis is technically anonymous, both the Old and New
Testaments recognize Moses
as the Torah’s author. Genesis
was likely written during the
40 years when the Israelites
wandered in the desert (1446
BC–1406 BC). The events in
Genesis begin at Creation and
conclude about 1800 BC with
the circumstances leading up
to the Israelites’ time in the
land of Egypt.

The Torah (also a Hebrew
term for law) was seen as one
unit until at least the second
century BC. Some time before
Christ was born, it was divided
into five separate books and
was referred to as the Pentateuch. Genesis can be divided
into two sections: the “primeval history,” or the general
history found in chapters 1–11,
and the “patriarchal history,”
or the history focusing on
God’s covenant with Abraham
and his descendants, found in
chapters 12–50.

Genesis is a book of new
beginnings. It reveals the beginning of the heavens and the
earth, of humanity and marriage, of sin and nations and
languages, and the beginning
of our need for a Savior. In
Genesis we see that all God’s
creation was, in the beginning, thoroughly good; and
in Genesis we see mankind’s
first sin and the consequences
of that sin. All of our brokenness begins here, in the first
book of the Bible, as does
God’s covenant to redeem His
people.
Genesis provides both the
universal history of humankind
and the patriarchal history of
the nation of Israel. It unfolds
God’s plan to bless and redeem humanity through Abraham’s descendants, remaining
faithful to His people despite
their unfaithfulness to Him.

GIVE THANKS FOR THE BOOK OF GENESIS:

Genesis lays the groundwork for everything else we read and experience in Scripture. Through Genesis we understand where we came from, how we fell, and the beginnings of God’s gracious work on
our behalf. Genesis establishes our foundational understanding of God’s covenant with Israel through
the giving of the Law. Without an understanding of the Law, we are unable to see our desperate
need for our Savior, Jesus Christ.

God saw all that he had made, and it was very good indeed. 1:31

KEY
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One curiosity about the opening chapters of the
Bible is the length of time people lived compared to
the average lifespan today. For example, Methuselah
lived for 969 years, making him the oldest person
listed in the Old Testament.
Here are some of the more notable lifespans listed
in Genesis.
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Lifespans
in Genesis
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ABRAM’S JOURNEY

From the insightful ministry team behind the bestselling She Reads Truth Bible (over 170K sold!)
comes the dynamically designed He Reads Truth Bible. Exclusively created resources include
hand drawn maps, infographics, and more. Complete with stunning cover options!
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CSB He Reads Truth Bible
The CSB He Reads Truth Bible includes robust, well-crafted
theological extras to draw the reader back to Scripture, increase
biblical literacy, and foster a growing affection for God and his
Word. Color coded by genre, each book of the Bible features
detailed book introductions, a reading plan with supplemental
passages for deeper understanding, and full-color maps, charts,
and time lines by the He Reads Truth team. In addition, the He
Reads Truth Bible features sixty-six key verses, artfully lettered
to aid in Scripture memorization. This Bible invites every man to
count himself as part of the He Reads Truth community of “Men in
the Word of God every day.”

reading audience
• Men who are a part of the He Reads Truth community
• Men seeking to read God’s Word daily
• Primary age 25-54

buying audience
• Wives seeking a gift for husbands
• Fathers or mothers seeking a gift for their sons

marketing highlights

A

• HeReadsTruth.com website welcomes more than 100,000
unique visitors every month
• Social media community includes 24,600 on Instagram, 5,500
on Facebook, and 3,431 on Twitter
• Community revolves around intimate Bible study and the CSB
He Reads Truth Bible delivers the tools and insights they love
• Detailed book introductions, Scripture reading plans and full
color maps, charts, and graphics provide a perfect study tool for
men to engage God’s Word
• High design cover options, well-designed interior, and rich
content deliver on the key expressed needs of their community
B

D

C

isbn

binding material

price

A

978-1-5359-3502-9

Pewter Cloth Over Board

$39.99

B

978-1-5359-3503-6

Green Cloth Over Board

$49.99

B

978-1-5359-3504-3

Green Cloth Over Board, Indexed

$59.99

C

978-1-5359-3505-0

Black LeatherTouch®

$49.99

C

978-1-5359-3506-7

Black LeatherTouch®, Indexed

$59.99

D

978-1-5359-3508-1

Brown Genuine Leather

$149.99

D

978-1-5359-3509-8

Brown Genuine Leather, Indexed

$159.99

release date: May 1, 2019 pages: 2226 size: 6.125 x 8.5 font: 8.5 pt
spine width: 1.25" carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/Christian
Standard Bible/Devotional
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CSB Single-Column
Personal Size Bible
Available in two editions—Genuine Leather or LeatherTouch®—
the CSB Single-Column Personal Size Bible provides a wonderful
single-column reading experience in a convenient personal trim
size that is perfect for devotional reading, personal study, or to
carry and use at church.

features include
•
•
•
•
•

Smyth-sewn binding
Single-column text
Footnotes
Topical subheadings
Black-letter text

•
•
•
•

10-point type
Concordance
Presentation page
Full-color maps

The CSB Single-Column Personal Size Bible features the highly
readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible (CSB).
The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible’s original meaning
without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with
Scripture’s life-transforming message and to share it with others.
A

reading audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and practical
Bible for themselves
• Individual wanting an easy-to-read, single column Bible

buying audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and practical
Bible for themselves or to purchase as a gift
• Individual wanting an easy-to-read, single column Bible

marketing highlights
• Single column text making this Bible easy to read and
teach from
• Featured as part of the multi-year Christian Standard Bible
translation marketing campaign
• The CSB is endorsed by reputable Bible teachers including
JD Greear, David Platt, Alistair Begg, Eric Mason, Tony Evans,
Lisa Harper, Kyle Idleman, and more
• Included as part of the CSB store merchandise campaign

A

isbn

binding material

price

978-1-5359-3452-7

Tan/Black LeatherTouch®

$39.99

release date: April 1, 2019 pages: 1920 size: 5.375 x 8.5 font: 10 pt
spine width: .75" carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/Christian
Standard Bible/General
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CSB Large Print Personal
Size Reference Bible
The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large,
easy-to-read 11.25-point type in a convenient, easy-to-carry
personal trim size that is perfect for devotional reading, personal
study, or to carry and use at church.

features include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A

Smyth-sewn binding
Presentation page
Two-column text
End-of-paragraph cross-references
Topical subheadings
Words of Christ in red
11.25-point type
Concordance
Full-color maps

The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features the
highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible
(CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible’s original
meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with
Scripture’s life-transforming message and to share it with others.

reading audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and affordable
Bible for themselves

buying audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and affordable
Bible for themselves or to purchase as a gift

marketing highlights
• Featured as part of the multi-year Christian Standard Bible
translation marketing campaign
• The CSB is endorsed by reputable Bible teachers including
JD Greear, David Platt, Alistair Begg, Eric Mason, Tony Evans,
Lisa Harper, Kyle Idleman, and more
• Included as part of the CSB store merchandise campaign
isbn

binding material

A

978-1-5359-3453-4

Crimson/Tan LeatherTouch®

price
$29.99

B

978-1-5359-3454-1

Crimson/Tan LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$39.99

release date: April 1, 2019 pages: 1568 size: 5.6 x 8.8 font: 11.25 pt
spine width: 1.4" carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/Christian
Standard Bible/Reference
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CSB Ultrathin Bible
The CSB Ultrathin Reference Bible is easy-to-carry and easyto-read, featuring a robust center-column, cross-reference
system, 8.5-point type, and an ultrathin design which slips easily
into a purse, briefcase, or backpack. Holman Bible Publishers
was a pioneer in the development of Ultrathin Bibles, giving
careful attention to breakthroughs in typography and paper
manufacturing to produce a Bible that combines readability and
portability, as well as durability.

features include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A

Smyth-sewn binding
Presentation section
Two-column text
Center-column cross references
Topical subheadings
Words of Christ in red
8.5-point type
Concordance
Full-color maps

The CSB Ultrathin Reference Bible features the highly readable,
highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible (CSB). The CSB
stays as literal as possible to the Bible’s original meaning without
sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture’s lifetransforming message and to share it with others.

reading audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and affordable
Bible for themselves

buying audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and affordable
Bible for themselves or to purchase as a gift

marketing highlights
• Featured as part of the multi-year Christian Standard Bible
translation marketing campaign
• The CSB is endorsed by reputable Bible teachers including
JD Greear, David Platt, Alistair Begg, Eric Mason, Tony Evans,
Lisa Harper, Kyle Idleman, and more
• Included as part of the CSB store merchandise campaign
isbn

binding material

price

A

978-1-5359-3450-3

Brown/Black LeatherTouch®

$29.99

A

978-1-5359-3451-0

Brown/Black LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$39.99

release date: April 1, 2019 pages: 1216 size: 5.38 x 8.2 font: 8.5 pt
spine width: 1.2" carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/Christian
Standard Bible/Reference
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HOLMAN’S

TEXT BIBLE

PLAN

KJV Large Print Compact
Reference Bible
The KJV Large Print Compact Reference Bible features large, easyto-read 8-point type in a convenient, easy-to-carry compact trim
size that slips nicely into a coat pocket, briefcase, or purse. It is a
perfect gift for a person on the go who wants to keep the Word of
God on hand at work or when traveling.

features include
•
•
•
•
•

Smyth-sewn binding
Presentation page
Two-column text
End-of-paragraph cross-references
Topical subheadings

•
•
•
•

Words of Christ in red
8-point type
Concordance
Full-color maps

The KJV Large Print Compact Reference Bible features the
authorized version of the King James translation (KJV). The KJV is
one of the bestselling versions of all time and captures the beauty
and majesty of God’s Word for those who love the rich heritage
and reverent language of this rendering of the Holy Bible.

A

reading audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and practical
Bible for themselves

buying audience
• Students to adults who are on the go and need a compact Bible
B

C

marketing highlights
• Economically priced and a compact design that is easily
portable
• Lifetime guarantee
• Offers the bestselling King James Version (KJV)
• Part of the text Bible program with updated formatting

D

E

isbn

binding material

price

A

978-1-5359-3571-5

Black LeatherTouch®

$14.99

B

978-1-5359-3572-2

Brown LeatherTouch®

$14.99

C

978-1-5359-3573-9

Purple LeatherTouch®

$14.99

D

978-1-5359-3574-6

Pink LeatherTouch®

$14.99

E

978-1-5359-3576-0

Charcoal LeatherTouch®

$14.99

release date: April 15, 2019 pages: 1568 size: 3.9375 x 5.6875 font: 8 pt
spine width: 1.35" carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/King James
Version/Reference
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KJV Large Print Personal
Size Reference Bible
The KJV Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large, easy-toread 12-point type in a convenient trim size that is perfect for devotional
reading, personal study, or use at church. The giant-print type also makes
this Bible an ideal choice for ministry and preaching.

features include
•
•
•
•
•

Smyth-sewn binding
Presentation page
Two-column text
End-of-paragraph cross-references
Topical subheadings

•
•
•
•

Words of Christ in red
12-point type
Concordance
Full-color maps

The KJV Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features the
authorized version of the King James translation (KJV). The KJV is one of
the bestselling versions of all time and captures the beauty and majesty
of God’s Word for those who love the rich heritage and reverent language
of this rendering of the Holy Bible.

A

reading audience
• Students to adults who are on the go and need a compact Bible

buying audience
• Students to adults looking for a portable, stylish, and practical
Bible for themselves or to purchase as a gift
B

D

C

E

release date: April 15, 2019 pages: 1568
size: 5.375 x 8.25 font: 12 pt
spine width: 1.3" carton qty: 12
rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/King
James Version/Reference
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marketing highlights
•
•
•
•

Economically priced and a compact design that is easily portable
Lifetime guarantee
Offers the bestselling King James Version (KJV)
Part of the text Bible program with updated formatting
isbn

binding material

A

978-1-5359-3557-9

Black LeatherTouch®

price
$19.99

A

978-1-5359-3558-6

Black LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99

B

978-1-5359-3561-6

Brown LeatherTouch®

$19.99

B

978-1-5359-3562-3

Brown LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99

C

978-1-5359-3563-0

Purple LeatherTouch®

$19.99

C

978-1-5359-3564-7

Purple LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99

D

978-1-5359-3565-4

Pink LeatherTouch®

$19.99

D

978-1-5359-3566-1

Pink LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99

E

978-1-5359-3569-2

Charcoal LeatherTouch®

$19.99

E

978-1-5359-3570-8

Charcoal LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99
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spring 2019

KJV Large Print Compact
Reference Bible
The KJV Large Print Compact Reference Bible features large, easy-to-read
8-point type in a convenient, easy-to-carry compact trim size that slips nicely
into a coat pocket, briefcase, or purse. It is a perfect gift for a person on the
go who wants to keep the Word of God on hand at work or when traveling.

features include
•
•
•
•
•

Smyth-sewn binding
Presentation page
Two-column text
End-of-paragraph cross-references
Topical subheadings

•
•
•
•

Words of Christ in red
12-point type
Concordance
Full-color maps

The KJV Large Print Compact Bible features the authorized version of the
King James translation (KJV). The KJV is one of the bestselling versions of all
time and captures the beauty and majesty of God’s Word for those who love
the rich heritage and reverent language of this rendering of the Holy Bible.

B

isbn

binding material

978-1-5359-3575-3

Teal LeatherTouch®

price
$14.99

release date: April 15, 2019 pages: 1568 size: 3.9375 x 5.6875
font: 12 pt spine width: 1.35" carton qty: 24 rights: Worldwide
bisac: BIBLES/King James Version/Reference

KJV Large Print Personal
Size Reference Bible
The KJV Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large, easy-toread 12-point type in a convenient trim size that is perfect for devotional
reading, personal study, or use at church. The giant-print type also makes
this Bible an ideal choice for ministry and preaching.
isbn

binding material

B

978-1-5359-3559-3

Saddle Brown LeatherTouch®

price
$19.99

B

978-1-5359-3560-9

Saddle Brown LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99

F

978-1-5359-3567-8

Teal LeatherTouch®

$19.99

F

978-1-5359-3568-5

Teal LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$29.99

release date: April 15, 2019 pages: 1568 size: 5.375 x 8.25
font: 12 pt spine width: 1.3" carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide
bisac: BIBLES/King James Version/Reference
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ARE THE DAYS OF GENESIS TO BE INTERPRETED
LITERALLY?
by Ted Cabal

T!

his question has stoked controversy among conservative Christians in recent
times, but it has proved to be of little interest to theistic evolutionists (those
who accept evolution as God’s mechanism in creation) and those rejecting Genesis
as God’s inerrant Word. The debate has been primarily between young- and oldearth creationists, who believe that God literally created the various kinds of living
things (as opposed to the common descent of Darwinism). Both sides hold that
humans have not descended from other species, and both reject the atheism and
macroevolutionary theory of neo-Darwinism.
The two creationist camps, however, differ in interpreting the creation days of
Genesis. If the days were consecutive 24-hour periods, and if the earth was created
on the first day, then calculations based on biblical genealogies reveal that the earth
was created only thousands of years ago. If the days were either of indeterminate
length or nonconsecutive, then the Bible does not reveal when the earth was created.
Interestingly, both sides agree that the genealogies reveal that Adam and Eve were
specially created only thousands of years ago.
Young earth creationists (YCs) interpret the days as 24-hour, consecutive periods
for reasons such as the following: (1) The days in Gn 1 are consecutively numbered and
comprised of an “evening and morning.” (2) Exodus 20:8-11 commands a literal week
of six days of work and one day of rest based on God’s original creation/rest week. The
two weeks would seem, then, to be of equal duration. (3) According to Rm 5:12, “sin
entered the world through one man, and death through sin,” but old-earth creationism
would have animal death entering the world before the sin of Adam and Eve.
Old earth creationists (OCs) argue against 24-hour creation days for reasons such
as these: (1) The Hebrew word for “day” (yom) is used in different ways in the creation
account. For instance, Gn 1:5 refers yom only to daytime (daylight), not nighttime. Also,
Gn 2:4, literally translated, speaks of “the yom that the LORD God made the earth and
the heavens.” (2) God’s rest on the seventh “day” has no evening and morning (Gn 2:23), and Heb 4:3-11 portrays this same Sabbath as continuing to the present time. (3)
Adam could not have named all the birds and animals in 24 hours according to Gn 2.
Both sides believe they have strong arguments favoring their interpretation and
rebutting the other side. And historically, debate regarding biblical interpretation has
often led to a clearer understanding of God’s Word. But it is also highly debatable
whether this issue merits the rancor and division often attending it. Some YCs accuse
OCs of compromising the Bible with evolutionary science. Some OCs charge YCs with
undermining biblical credibility by generating a false conflict between science and the
Scriptures.
Happily, one thing is not debatable among those who believe the Bible: even
if the correct interpretation of the creation days is not readily apparent in the
present generation, the Bible can be trusted in every way. Debates about biblical
interpretations should not be interpreted as the failure of Holy Scripture.

TWISTED SCRIPTURE

Genesis 1:26-27

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, also
known as the Mormons, believe these verses teach the
physical nature of God, that he exists in a physical form.
Historically, the Christian church has believed God to be
a spiritual being, not a physical one. Genesis 1:26-27
are commonly interpreted by biblical scholars and theologians as God giving human beings reasoning ability,
emotions, communication skills, relational ability, etc.
Texts like John 4:24 clearly teach God is a spiritual being.

GENESIS 2:7

and creeping thing, and beast of the earth
after his kind: and it was so.
²⁵ And God made the beast of the earth
after his kind, and cattle after their kind,
and every thing that creepeth upon the
earth after his kind: and God saw that it
was good.
THE CREATION OF MAN

²⁶ ¶ And God said, Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness: and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and
THE FIFTH DAY
over all the earth, and over every creeping
²⁰ ¶ And God said, Let the waters bring thing that creepeth upon the earth.
²⁷ So God created man in his own image,
forth abundantly the moving creature that
hath life, and fowl that may fly above the in the image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.
earth in the open firmament of heaven.
²¹ And God created great whales, and
every living creature that moveth, which
TWISTED SCRIPTURE
Genesis 2:7
the waters brought forth abundantly,
after their kind, and every winged fowl
According to modern-day psychics, this “breath of life”
after his kind: and God saw that it was
enables humans to exhibit supernatural abilities. Most
good.
people, however, do not know how to tap into this power.
²² And God blessed them, saying, Be
Such a bizarre conclusion cannot be derived from the text.
fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in
A better interpretation is that the “breath of life” is simply
the seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.
the animating force of the body.
²³ And the evening and the morning were
the fifth day.
²⁸ And God blessed them, and God said
²⁴ ¶ And God said, Let the earth bring forth unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and
the living creature after his kind, cattle, replenish the earth, and subdue it: and
THE SIXTH DAY

A

1:26 Syr reads sky, and over every animal of the land B 1:26 Or scurry C 1:27 Or man as his own image; he created him as
scurrying animals that scurry E 1:30 I have given added for clarity F 2:2 Sam, LXX, Syr read sixth G 2:2 Or ceased, also in v. 3
that God created to make I 2:4 Lit creation on the day J 2:5 Or earth

see 5:1-2). Ancient theories of the
universe’s origin typically explained
creation as the outcome of sexual
cohabitation between male and female
deities or of a battle between a deity
and a hostile entity. The Bible uniformly
affirms that God is asexual with no
corresponding female consort. God
made the universe by his authoritative
speech, not by battling deities. Gn 1
was written in part to show that the
view of the physical world current at
that time (i.e., that physical objects
represented the work of various deities)
was wrong. The cosmos is inanimate
and entirely under the control of the
one God. Plural and singular forms are
combined in 1:26-27 (see “the Spirit of
God,” v. 2), reflecting God’s unity and
yet his fullness. Subsequent scriptural

revelation develops this further.
Although humans are created in
the “image” and “likeness” of God (the
terms are essentially synonyms; see
5:3), it does not follow that God has
a body. “Image” or “likeness” often
refers to a physical representation of
something that may be non-material.
Humans were created to serve as God’s
representative to govern the earth.
2:2-3 “Rested” (Hb shabat) does not
imply fatigue but means only “ceased.”
God stopped because his work of
creation was complete.
2:4-26 Chapter 2 is a second creation
account only in the sense that it gives a
more detailed accounting than chap. 1,
not a contradictory one. While chap. 1
provides a general description, chap. 2
is specific. Twofold accounts were

D

1:28 Or and all
2:3 Lit work

H

common in ancient theories of
creation (e.g., the Babylonian story
of Atrahasis). The differences in the
order of creation events are due to
each narrative’s distinct purposes.
The first gives a loosely chronological
account, gathering creation events
into a discernible pattern to show the
symmetry of creation’s purpose. The
second is topical, focusing on the sixth
day by expanding on the creation of
man and woman. Gn 2 presupposes
chapter 1 and does not duplicate all the
creation events.
2:7,21-22 The creation of the first man
and woman is not myth. The author
of the account intends to portray a
historical event. The first man (Hb
adam) is treated in genealogies as a
historical individual named “Adam”
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KJV Apologetics Study Bible
Now available in the King James Version (KJV), the KJV Apologetics Study
Bible helps today’s Christians better understand, defend, and proclaim their
beliefs in an age of increasing moral and spiritual relativism. This revised and
updated edition includes articles and extensive apologetics study material
from today’s leading apologists to reflect and provide deeper understanding
of the relevant apologetics issues and questions being discussed today.
Includes commentary from more than ninety leading apologists, among
them: Ted Cabal, Lee Strobel, Chuck Colson, Paul Copan, Norm Geisler,
Hank Hanegraaff, Josh McDowell, Albert Mohler, J.P. Moreland, Ravi
Zacharias, and many more—plus a lead article by Lee Strobel (The Case
for Christ).

FIRST TIME

features include
A

• Apologetic focused study notes,
apologetics articles from leading
apologists
• “Twisted Scripture” explanations
for commonly misunderstood
passages
• Profiles of Christian apologists

•
•
•
•
•
•

KJV

in the
Presentation page
Book introductions
Over 300,000 Sold
Two-column text
(original version)
9.75-point type size
Black-letter text
Smyth-sewn binding, ribbon
marker, and full-color maps

The KJV Apologetics Study Bible features the authorized version of the
King James translation (KJV). The KJV is one of the bestselling versions
of all time and captures the beauty and majesty of God’s Word for those
who love the rich heritage and reverent language of this rendering of the
Holy Bible.

marketing highlights

B

release date: May 1, 2019 pages: 1728
size: 6.75 x 9 font: 9.75 pt spine width: 1.5"
carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide
bisac: BIBLES/King James Version/Study

• Valuable contributions from a who’s-who of modern apologists such
as Chuck Colson, Norm Geisler, Hank Hanegraaff, Josh McDowell, Albert
Mohler, Ravi Zacharias, and 80+ more contributors. Plus a special lead article
from bestselling author Lee Strobel (The Case for Christ, The Case for Faith,
The Case for a Creator, and many more) entitled “How Apologetics Changed
My Life”
• The study Bible for customers asking the really hard questions about
their faith
• The best apologetics thinkers of our day in one resource
• No other study Bible has the depth of resources that address the hard
questions of faith and life
• Will strengthen the church and give confidence to those who share
their faith
• Additional free resources at www.ApologeticsBible.com
isbn

binding material

price

A

978-1-5359-3473-2

Hardcover

$39.99

B

978-1-5359-3474-9

Black/Burgundy LeatherTouch®

$59.99

B

978-1-5359-3475-6

Black/Burgundy LeatherTouch® - Indexed

$69.99
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NKJV Edition
Genesis 2

4

the third river is Hiddekel;a it is the one which goes toward the east of Assyria.
The fourth river is the Euphrates.
¹⁵Then the Lord God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to tend
and keep it. ¹⁶And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, “Of every tree of
the garden you may freely eat; ¹⁷but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil
you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die.”
¹⁸And the Lord God said, “It is not good that man should be alone; I will make
him a helper comparable to him.” ¹⁹Out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them to Adam to see
what he would call them. And whatever Adam called each living creature, that was
its name. ²⁰So Adam gave names to all cattle, to the birds of the air, and to every
beast of the field. But for Adam there was not found a helper comparable to him.
²¹And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam, and he slept; and
He took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. ²²Then the rib which
the Lord God had taken from man He made into a woman, and He brought her
to the man.
²³And Adam said:
“This is now bone of my bones
And flesh of my flesh;
She shall be called Woman,
Because she was taken out of Man.”
²⁴Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and
they shall become one flesh.
²⁵And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed.
2:14 a Or Tigris

5

Genesis 3

THE TEMPTATION AND FALL OF MAN

3

Now the serpent was more cunning than any beast of the field which the Lord
God had made. And he said to the woman, “Has God indeed said, ‘You shall
not eat of every tree of the garden’?”
²And the woman said to the serpent, “We may eat the fruit of the trees of the
garden; ³but of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God has
said, ‘You shall not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die.’ ”
⁴Then the serpent said to the woman, “You will not surely die. ⁵For God knows
that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil.”
⁶So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, that it was pleasant
to the eyes, and a tree desirable to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate.
She also gave to her husband with her, and he ate. ⁷Then the eyes of both of them
were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves coverings.
⁸And they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool
of the day, and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord
God among the trees of the garden.
⁹Then the Lord God called to Adam and said to him, “Where are you?”
¹⁰So he said, “I heard Your voice in the garden, and I was afraid because I was
naked; and I hid myself.”
¹¹And He said, “Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten from the
tree of which I commanded you that you should not eat?”
¹²Then the man said, “The woman whom You gave to be with me, she gave
me of the tree, and I ate.”
¹³And the Lord God said to the woman, “What is this you have done?”
The woman said, “The serpent deceived me, and I ate.”

Day 2: Beautiful House or House Beautiful? | Genesis 2:1-15

Day 3: A Helper I Will Be | Genesis 2:16-20

“The Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden, and there He put the man whom He had formed” (v. 8).

“And the Lord God said, ‘It is not good that man should be alone; I will make him a helper comparable to him’” (v. 18).

The garden of Eden has become a euphemism for perfection of dwelling and lifestyle. Unfortunately, for most women,
home is a dream dwelling with a prestigious location, picturesque structure, exquisite furnishings, helpful neighbors,
and a loving family. What happens to the “beautiful house”?
The Creator’s plan begins with a clear statement that He—“the Lord God”—plants you where He wants you to be
geographically, which o$en is not where you want to be. This divinely appointed “garden” (Hb gan, “a place hedged
around” or “protected”) is a wonderful metaphor for what the Creator designed as home. Gardens are particular spaces set apart; they suggest beauty—whether flowers or fruit trees or just a touch of green and some natural stones;
some produce food and sustenance; they o$en create a sense of peace and quiet rest, providing a perfect se&ing for
conversation and building relationships (2:9-10,16,21-23).
How fitting that God decided to name this garden “Eden” (a Persian loan word meaning “delight”). Here then is
the challenge: Can you create a home of “delight” for those whom you love the most and for the strangers who pass
your way? I truly have happy memories from all the dwellings in which I have lived—some more than others, several
that demanded far less creativity and energy to pull together, none that I was privileged to design or even decorate
exactly as I wanted. But I am grateful that this challenge to create “delight” in my home found me early in my journey!
Understanding the Creator’s plan and opening my heart to dream of “House Beautiful,” a place of delight for me and
my family, I have found the Lord faithful to provide creativity and energy in the journey.
How can you make your house beautiful? Regardless of the neighborhood in which you are living, whatever the age
or size of your home, despite the quality of your furnishings and accessories—you can create “house beautiful” using
your own creative energies and developing an a&itude of faithful service to those whom you love the most.

My young children and I did chores together. At first the tasks were harder and more time-intensive when I included
them in the work; but as they gained experience, I shared my burdens with their youthful energies and profited from
their working alongside me. The heart of helping is not merely the fellowship of working together, as delightful as that
can be. Rather, greater productivity and sometimes even more eﬃciency are also in play.
In the work God has given me to do as First Lady at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, I am blessed with
“helpers.” I have no technology skills, but a college student can rescue me and get me back on track. The size of the
president’s home and the extent of its hospitality are beyond what I am physically able to do. Students with far less experience can contribute creativity and fresh energies to help me serve our guests. Their new ideas sometimes surpass
my old ways of doing the task.
In God’s economy, a helper is one who provides what is lacking, doing what another cannot do alone. Yet every effective helper must be sensitive to the one she is helping. The recipient of help has a certain authority over the helper.
So “helper” (Hb ‘ēzer) does not suggest a servile role. Rather the helper may be be$er trained and equipped than the
one she is helping in certain tasks.
For example, someone driving me to a church engagement is be$er at directions than I am. My husband says that
even the dogs have a be$er guidance system than I do! God describes Himself as a ready “helper” for His children (Ex.
18:4; Deut. 33:7; Ps. 20:2); yet He is not beneath us or of less value. When we call upon the Lord, He brings something
more to enable us to do the task.
So clearly God gives to me as a wife the role of being a “helper.” Yet this phrase in Genesis includes another part—
“his complement” (Hb kenegdo) or one corresponding to what is in front of him. Here then is God’s creative purpose for
the woman wrapped up in a poignant and precious phrase that includes our common equality (like or corresponding
to the man) as well as our unique function (helping or assisting him in the great work God has given to both the man
and the woman)!

PRAYER: Ask the Lord to give to you a sense of contentment with where He has placed you. Make your petitions to
Him for ways you envision making your home Eden, a place of “Delight.” Then consider the words of Amy Carmichael:
“Wait and see” what He will do!

PRAYER: Ask the Lord to give you a vision of how this dynamic relationship—of equal status before God while embracing God-given diﬀerences in function—should work in your life and marriage. Rest in the equality you share before the Father, but rejoice in the unique role He has given to you.
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Daily Devotional Bible for
Women: NKJV Edition
The Daily Devotional Bible for Women: NKJV Edition is designed to
connect God’s Word with the deepest needs of your heart. One of the
challenges of Bible reading is knowing where to start. Crafted by a
culturally diverse team of women for women, the devotional resources
offer insights from multiple perspectives spanning various ages,
backgrounds and experience. As a result, the Daily Devotional Bible for
Women: NKJV Edition provides a systematic plan for applying God’s
wisdom and guidance for all stages of your life.

features include

A

• Presentation Section featuring
“Family Tree,” “Family Milestones,“
“The Ketubah,” and “My Spiritual
Mothers” sections
• Introduction Articles on “A Pattern
of Personal Quiet Time” and “The
Christian Life”
• Full text of the New King James
Version with preface
• Two-color interior with blackletter text
• A brief introduction to each book
of the Bible that provides context
for the readings within that book
• 365 devotions

• One extended passage for each
day together with a focal verse
• A devotion based on the extended
passage designed to emphasize
some of the key truths and
applications of that passage in
daily life
• Space in the margin to indicate the
date(s) you read that passage and
to note insights this passage has
• NKJV concordance
• Daily Bible reading plan
• Smyth-sewn binding
• Full-color maps section
• Additional suggested resources

The Daily Devotional Bible for Women: NKJV Edition features the beloved
New King James Version (NKJV) translation. The NKJV is modern and
easy-to-understand, capturing the beauty and majesty of God’s Word in
contemporary English yet retaining the purity and stylistic beauty of the
original King James Version of the Holy Bible.

marketing highlights

B

• A perfect choice for a women looking to begin daily Bible reading
• Focuses on providing clear insights into applying the wisdom found in
God’s Word
• Includes brief introductions to each book of the Bible, giving context
for the book they are about to read
• Published in the beloved New King James Version
isbn

binding material

price

A

978-1-5359-3522-7

Paperback

$24.99

B

978-1-5359-3524-1

Purple/Blue LeatherTouch®

$39.99

release date: April 1, 2019 pages: 2000 size: 6.125 x 9.125 spine width: 1.7" carton qty: 12
rights: Worldwide bisac: BIBLES/New King James Version/Devotional
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HO L MA N
TEX T B I B L E
PL A N
NOW FEATURING

B&H Publishing Group is excited to continue the The One Source Bible Plan. This loyalty program
features a 5% rebate on ALL text/reference Bibles, enhanced free freight, and more favorable buying
terms. In addition, a new Text Bible Plan merchandising display is being offered to any store that
participates. To learn more feel free to contact your B&H sales representative or call 800-296-4036.
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CHOOSE YO U R
TRA N SL AT I ON

2

CHOOSE
THE S IZ E

3

Giant Print

Ultrathin

Large Print
Personal Size

Available
Indexed

Available
Indexed

Available
Indexed

Compact
Ultrathin
Available
Indexed
(select styles)

Large Print
Compact
Available
Indexed
(select styles)

CHO O S E T H E
C OV E R YOU L I K E

Black LeatherTouch®

Brown LeatherTouch®

Purple LeatherTouch®

Pink LeatherTouch®

Charcoal LeatherTouch®
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P R EVI O U S CSB RE L E AS E S

CSB Restoration Bible
GENERAL EDITOR, STEPHEN ARTERBURN

We all face difficulty in life. The death of a loved one, financial problems, divorce,
health issues, job loss . . . the list can go on and on. In the midst of these difficult
seasons of life there is hope. The CSB Restoration Bible features relevant and
applicable notes and helps focused on life restoration in an easy-to-follow format to
help individuals find hope and joy as they embrace the truths and promises found in
God’s Word during difficult seasons of life.
The key helps in this Bible include more than 500 guided notes following seven
Life Restoration Principles via the easy-to-remember R.E.S.T.O.R.E acrostic (Rest
and Reflect–Eternal Perspective–Support–Thanksgiving and Contentment–Othercenteredness–Relationships–Exercise of Faith). Each note is based on a key verse
in God’s Word related to a specific Life Restoration Principle followed by a short
devotional to help expound upon the principle before guiding the reader to the
“Next Step” in the restoration journey.
FEATURES
• A “First 30-days” devotional
• Book introductions that highlight
“Restoration Themes” in each book
• Restoration profiles of biblical
characters and real people
• Articles featuring Scripture
references highlighting specific
biblical themes related to
restoration
• Topical subheadings

A

• More than 200 “Joyful Noise”
callouts of Scriptures throughout
the Bible to provide
encouragement during the
restoration journey
• Two-column text
• Concordance
• Smyth-sewn binding
• Presentation page
• Full-color maps

READING AUDIENCE
• Anyone needing help navigating difficult situations of life
• Individuals looking for hope in the midst of painful circumstances
• Pastor or small group leader looking for a study tool to use to teach their
congregation or small group
B

Release Date: December 1, 2018
Pages: 1856 Size: 6 x 9
Font: 9.5 pt. Spine Width: 1.3125"
Carton Qty: 12 Rights: Worldwide
BISAC: BIBLES/Christian Standard Bible/General

BUYING AUDIENCE
• Small group leader or pastor looking to
guide a congregation or small group through
difficult situations in life
• Individual looking to support themselves or
others needing hope in difficult seasons
of life
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MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
• General Editor Stephen Arterburn is the founder and chairman of New Life Ministries—
the nation’s largest faith-based broadcasting, counseling, and treatment ministry—and
is the host of the nationally syndicated “New Life Live!” daily radio program heard on
more than 180 radio stations nationwide
• Unique Bible that contains tools and resources to find hope and joy as they embrace
the truths and promises found in God’s Word during difficult seasons of life
• Includes more than 500 guided notes following seven Life Restoration Principles
guiding individuals to their “Next Step” in their restoration journey
• Featured as part of the multi-year Christian Standard Bible® translation marketing
campaign
• The CSB is endorsed by reputable Bible teachers including David Platt, Alistair Begg,
Eric Mason, Tony Evans, Lisa Harper, Kyle Idleman, J.D. Greear, and more
• Included as part of the CSB store merchandise campaign
ISBN

BINDING MATERIAL

PRICE

A

978-1-4627-9690-8

Trade Paper

$24.99

B

978-1-4627-9691-5

Brown LeatherTouch®

$39.99

B

978-1-4627-9692-2

Brown LeatherTouch®, Indexed

$49.99

P REVI O U S CSB RE L E AS E S

CSB (in)courage
Devotional Bible
The CSB (in)courage Devotional Bible invites women to courageously engage
with the biblical narrative to discover how it intersects with their own unique story.
Featuring devotions rooted in the real-life experiences of more than one-hundred
members of the (in)courage community, the CSB (in)courage Devotional Bible
provides resources for women to make connections, explore the Bible, and find
themselves among friends. The (in)courage community is a vibrant community,
reaching thousands of women every day, welcoming them just the way they
are, offering a space to breathe, loving support, and resources for meaningful
connection.
FEATURES
• 260 devotions
• 52 reflective response devotions
• 10 distinct thematic reading plans
• 66 book introductions connecting
each book of the Bible to the
whole biblical narrative

• Stories of courage from 50 women
of the Bible
• Journaling space
• Topical index
• Two-column text
• Theme verses
• Specialized presentation page

READING AUDIENCE
• Women who are a part of the (in)courage Community
• Women seeking to read God’s Word daily
• Women age 25-65

A

BUYING AUDIENCE
• Husbands seeking a gift for wives
• Fathers or mothers seeking a gift for their daughters

A

C

B

D

Release Date: October 15, 2018
Pages: 1984 Size: 6.125 x 9.25
Font: 9.5 pt. Spine Width: 1.375"
Carton Qty: 10 Rights: Worldwide
BISAC: BIBLES/Christian Standard Bible/
Devotional

MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
• incourage.me website welcomes more than 250,000 visitors every month
• More than 50,000 email subscribers to the (in)courage email list
• Social media community includes more than 227,000 Facebook likes, more than
116,000 twitter followers, more than 58,000 Instagram followers and more than 10,000
Pinterest followers
• Devotionals written by more than 100 members of the (in)courage community speaking
into issues and situations that they have personally dealt with
• Robust advertising campaign to outlets such as Frontgate Media, Today’s Christian
Living, CALLED Magazine
ISBN

BINDING MATERIAL

PRICE

A

978-1-4627-8503-2

Hardcover

$34.99

B

978-1-4627-8504-9

Green Cloth Over Board

$49.99

B

978-1-5359-2495-5

Green Cloth Over Board, Indexed

$59.99

C

978-1-4627-8505-6

Blue LeatherTouch®

$49.99

C

978-1-5359-2496-2

Blue LeatherTouch®, Indexed

$59.99

D

978-1-5359-2494-8

Navy Genuine Leather

$89.99

D

978-1-5359-2497-9

Navy Genuine Leather, Indexed

$99.99
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CSB Day-by-Day
Chronological Bible
GUIDED BY DR. GEORGE GUTHRIE

Many people are unfamiliar with the stories of the Bible and how they fit together
into the grand narrative of God’s Word. God gave us the Bible to reveal great truth
about himself and about our lives, and he wants to draw us into the ongoing story
of what he is doing in the world. The CSB Day-by-Day Chronological Bible features
a clear narrative approach to the Bible, arranging the complete text into a fresh
chronological reading plan with daily readings guided by Dr. George Guthrie.
In this plan, the books, chapters, and verses of the Bible are thoughtfully arranged
so readers can track the story of Scripture, day-by-day, from beginning to end,
understanding the flow of events and how the grand narrative of Scripture applies to
everyday life. Unlike other chronological Bibles, this arrangement is not date specific
(e.g., “January 1”), so the reading plan can begin at any point in the calendar year.
FEATURES
• 52 weeks of readings (six readings
per week) in chronological order
• Scripture presented in three main
acts (God's Plan for All People;
God's Covenant People; God's
New Covenant People) and
seventeen total scenes
• Concordance

A

• An introduction for each act and
scene to orient the reader to its
importance in the grand story
• Single-column text with plenty
of space for taking notes
• Smyth-sewn binding
• Presentation page
• Full-color maps

READING AUDIENCE
• Believer wanting to understand how the grand narrative of the Bible fits together
• Individual looking for an organized approach to reading the Bible daily
• Pastor or church member wanting to read the Bible in chronological order

B

BUYING AUDIENCE
• Pastor or small group leader to go through with their church or small group
• Individual for themselves to read through the Bible chronologically
Release Date: November 1, 2018
Pages: 2176 Size: 6.75 x 9
Font: 9 pt. Spine Width: 1.5"
Carton Qty: 12 Rights: Worldwide
BISAC: BIBLES/Christian Standard Bible/General
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MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
• Presents the reader with an organized daily reading plan that will help Bible readers
understand how the smaller stories of the Bible fit into the grand narrative
• Contains daily readings guided by Dr. George Guthrie
• Includes plenty of space at the bottom of each page for individuals to proactively
engage the passage they are reading that day
• Featured as part of the multi-year Christian Standard Bible translation marketing
campaign
• The CSB is endorsed by reputable Bible teachers including David Platt, Alistair Begg,
Eric Mason, Tony Evans, Lisa Harper, Kyle Idleman, J.D. Greear, and more
• Included as part of the CSB store merchandise campaign
ISBN

BINDING MATERIAL

PRICE

A

978-1-5359-2559-4

Trade Paper

$24.99

B

978-1-5359-2560-0

Brown LeatherTouch®

$39.99

P REVI O U S CSB RE L E AS E S

CSB Everyday Study Bible
The CSB Everyday Study Bible is an accessible and easy-to-carry study Bible
featuring concise study notes crafted from the award-winning CSB Study Bible, as
well as features and foundational study helps to help Christians grow in their faith.
The convenient Bible size can be easily carried in a backpack, large purse, or brief
case to equip readers with a “go-anywhere” study Bible that will foster everyday
engagement and practical application of God’s Word.
The CSB Everyday Study Bible features the highly readable, highly reliable text of
the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's
original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's
life-transforming message and to share it with others.
FEATURES
• Presentation page
• Book introductions
• Concise study notes
• Articles from leading Bible scholars
• 99 “Essential Truths” of the Christian faith
• Bible character profiles
• Maps, illustrations, and time lines
• Two-column text
• 10-point type size
• Smyth-sewn binding
• Ribbon marker
• Full-color maps
READING AUDIENCE
• Person wanting an easy-to-carry study Bible
• Individual looking for a study Bible with a greater focus on applying God’s Word
• New believer just beginning to study the Bible

A

B

Release Date: September 1, 2018
Pages: 1,920 Size: 6 x 9
Font: 10 pt. Spine Width: 1.25"
Carton Qty: 12 Rights: Worldwide
BISAC: BIBLES/Christian Standard Bible/Study

BUYING AUDIENCE
• Pastor or church leader for members or small groups
• Person wanting an easy-to-carry study Bible
• Individual looking for a study Bible with a greater focus on applying God’s Word
• New believer just beginning to study the Bible
MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
• Award-winning resources culled from multiple projects into one Bible
• Convenient size travels with you wherever you go
• Essential tools at your fingertips
• Offers the highly reliable, highly readable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB)
ISBN

BINDING MATERIAL

PRICE

A

978-1-4627-9694-6

British Tan LeatherTouch®

$29.99

B

978-1-4627-9695-3

Charcoal LeatherTouch®

$29.99

B HPU B LISHIN G.COM
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Ultimate Bible Dictionary
The Ultimate Bible Dictionary is the perfect tool for those who are
beginning to study the Bible. Carefully researched and accessible
definitions are designed to provide a quick understanding of a term
right up front and then, in many cases, go into more detail for those
who want this level of description.
The definitions are further enhanced by the large number of colorful
maps, photos, and reconstructions of biblical objects placed on the
same page spread as the definition they accompany. The optimal
size of the Ultimate Bible Dictionary makes this resource easy-tocarry and easy-to-use in personal study or group activities.

reading audience
• Seminary students
• Pastors and small group leaders
• Students and homeschool community

buying audience
• Small group leaders to use to teach or give to their members
• Seminary students
• Parents of homeschoolers

release date: May 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3471-8
format: Printed Hardcover price: $9.99
pages: 512 size: 4.5 x 6.75 spine width: 1.2"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: REFERENCE/Dictionaries

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•

Unique, 5-part historical summary of Jesus’ life
Concise yet surprisingly comprehensive
Engaging four-color presentation with maps, time lines, and charts
Third edition in the Ultimate Guide series of resources

Also Available

Ultimate Guide to Jesus
Price: $9.99
ISBN: 978-1-5359-0588-6
Format: Hardcover
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Ultimate Bible Guide
Price $9.99
ISBN: 978-1-4627-7663-4
Format: Hardcover

REF EREN CE

spring 2019

Exalting Jesus in Jeremiah,
Lamentations
Christ Centered Exposition Commentary
BY STEVEN SMITH
Exalting Jesus in Jeremiah, Lamentations is part of the Christ-Centered
Exposition Commentary series. Edited by David Platt, Daniel L. Akin,
and Tony Merida, this new commentary series, projected to be fortyeight volumes, takes a Christ-centered approach to expositing each
book of the Bible. Rather than a verse-by-verse approach, the authors
have crafted chapters that explain and apply key passages in their
assigned Bible books.
Readers will learn to see Christ in all aspects of Scripture, and they will
be encouraged by the devotional nature of each exposition presented
as sermons and divided into chapters that conclude with a “Reflect
& Discuss” section, making this series ideal for small group study,
personal devotion, and even sermon preparation. It’s not academic but
rather presents an easy reading, practical and friendly commentary.

reading audience

release date: April 1, 2019
isbn: 978-0-8054-9656-7
format: Trade Paper price: $14.99
pages: 300 size: 5.5 x 8.25 spine width: .8"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Biblical Commentary/
Old Testament

•
•
•
•
•

Pastors and lay teachers
Small group leaders
Seminary students
Students and fans of the contributors
Customers of previous volumes in the Christ-Centered
Exposition Commentary

buying audience
• All above in reading audience
• Seminary professors
• Family of pastors or seminary students

marketing highlights
• Our fastest growing series with multiple new releases each year
• The only commentary series with a special focus on the centrality
of Christ
• At $14.99, it’s one of the most accessible commentary series
available today
• Advertising outlets include outlets such as Pastor Resources,
Christianity Today, Outreach, and Blue Letter Bible as well as an
extensive social media campaign
• ChristCenteredExposition.com features videos by editors David Platt,
Tony Merida, and Daniel L. Akin as well as a sample download

B HPU B LISHIN G.COM
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Exalting Jesus in Esther
Christ Centered Exposition Commentary
BY LANDON DOWDEN
Exalting Jesus in Esther is part of the Christ-Centered Exposition
Commentary series. Edited by David Platt, Daniel L. Akin, and Tony
Merida, this new commentary series, projected to be 48 volumes, takes
a Christ-centered approach to expositing each book of the Bible. Rather
than a verse-by-verse approach, the authors have crafted chapters that
explain and apply key passages in their assigned Bible books.
Readers will learn to see Christ in all aspects of Scripture, and they will
be encouraged by the devotional nature of each exposition presented
as sermons and divided into chapters that conclude with a “Reflect
& Discuss” section, making this series ideal for small group study,
personal devotion, and even sermon preparation. It’s not academic but
rather presents an easy reading, practical and friendly commentary.

reading audience
•
•
•
•
•
release date: May 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4336-0995-4
format: Trade Paper price: $14.99
pages: 300 size: 5.5 x 8.25 spine width: .75"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Biblical Commentary/
Old Testament

Pastors and lay teachers
Small group leaders
Seminary students
Students and fans of the contributors
Customers of previous volumes in the Christ-Centered
Exposition Commentary

buying audience
• All above in reading audience
• Seminary professors
• Family of pastors or seminary students

marketing highlights
• Our fastest growing series with multiple new releases each year
• The only commentary series with a special focus on the centrality
of Christ
• At $14.99, it’s one of the most accessible commentary series available
today
• Advertising outlets include outlets such as Pastor Resources,
Christianity Today, Outreach, and Blue Letter Bible as well as an
extensive social media campaign
• ChristCenteredExposition.com features videos by editors David Platt,
Tony Merida, and Daniel L. Akin as well as a sample download
LANDON DOWDEN is the Lead Pastor at The Church at Trace
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Crossing, Tupelo, Mississippi. With the firm belief that the
Gospel is the only hope for aligning our lives with God’s Word,
Landon is firmly committed to verse by verse exposition of the
Bible, because “nothing is better for God’s people than God’s
Word.” Landon yielded his own life to Christ at the age of eight
while growing up in Louisiana. After finishing with a Bachelor’s
degree from Louisiana State University, Landon furthered his
studies with three graduate-level degrees (Master of Divinity,
Master of Theology & Doctorate of Philosophy) at New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary in New Orleans, LA.

academic

AC ADEMIC

spring 2019

A TREASURY OF BAPTIST THEOLOGY

Pleading on Christ’s
Behalf
Recovering Exhortation in Preaching

BY JOSH SMITH; GENERAL EDITORS PAIGE PATTERSON AND
JASON G. DUESING

Those who preach have been called to deliver the truth, and must
do so with a conviction that every truth demands a response.
In this fourth installment of the “A Treasury of Baptist Theology”
series, author Josh Smith aims to start a conversation about the
role of exhortation in preaching. With emphasis on the biblical
and theological foundation for exhortation, and attention to
how exhortation is used in both Old and New Testaments, Smith
makes a compelling argument that preaching must include both
explanation and exhortation. Pleading on Christ’s Behalf also
provides practical steps to implement effective exhortation in
preaching, and offers a variety of biblical models of exhortation to
equip the reader to deliver the message of Christ with authority.
Text-driven preaching demands text-driven exhortation.

buying audience
release date: March 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-8123-2
format: Trade Paper price: $29.99
pages: 256 size: 6 x 9 spine width: .625"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Ministry/
Preaching

• Adults 18+
• Pastors and seminary students

marketing highlights
• Emphasizes the role of exhortation in preaching, and urges
pastors to deliver God’s message with authority
• Presents a biblical and theological foundation for exhortation
• Focuses on exhortation in praxis, and provides biblical models
of exhortation from different parts of scripture: Old Testament
Law, Old Testament Narrative, Psalms, Wisdom Literature,
Prophets, Gospels, Epistles

JOSH SMITH is senior pastor of Prince Avenue Baptist Church in

Athens, GA.
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American History Volume 1
1492–1877

BY THOMAS S. KIDD

American History volume 1 surveys the broad sweep of American history from
the first Native American societies to the end of the Reconstruction period,
following the Civil War. Drawing on a deep range of research and years of
classroom teaching experience, Thomas S. Kidd offers students an engaging
overview of the first half of American history. The volume features illuminating
stories of people from well-known presidents and generals, to lesser-known
men and women who struggled under slavery and other forms of oppression to
make their place in American life. The role of Christianity in America is central
in this book. Americans’ faith sometimes inspired awakenings and the search
for an equitable society, but at other times it justified violence and inequality.
Students will come away from American History volume 1 better prepared to
grapple with the challenges presented by the history of America’s founding, the
problem of slavery, and our nation’s political tradition.
release date: April 1, 2019 isbn: 978-1-4336-4441-2 format: Trade Paper price: $59.99
pages: 352 size: 7 x 10 spine width: .75" carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: HISTORY/
United States/General

American History Volume 2
1877–Present

BY THOMAS S. KIDD

American History volume 2 gives a wide overview of America’s history from the
end of the Civil War era, to the political and cultural struggles of contemporary
times. Thomas S. Kidd employs lessons learned from his own scholarly expertise
and history classes to weave together a compelling narrative of the defeats
and triumphs that have defined the American national experience. Unlike
many textbooks of modern American history, religion and faith remain central
aspects of the book’s coverage, through present-day America. It gives detailed
treatment of episodes such as America’s military conflicts, the Civil Rights
movement, and the culture wars of the past half-century. Professor Kidd also
considers the development of America’s obsession with entertainment, from
the rise of the first movies, to the social media age. American History volume
2 will help students wrestle with the political and cultural changes that have
dramatically transformed contemporary American life.

marketing highlights
• Comprehensive American
History textbook by one of
America’s leading Christian
historians
• Ideal for undergraduate
history as well as advanced
high school classes and the
home school market
• Critically acclaimed in
historical societies and among
Christian historians

release date: April 1, 2019 isbn: 978-1-4336-4443-6 format: Trade Paper price: $59.99
pages: 352 size: 7 x 10 spine width: .75" carton qty: 12 rights: Worldwide bisac: HISTORY/
United States/General

buying audience
• Teachers
• Homeschool parents

• High school and college students

THOMAS S. KIDD is the associate director of the Institute for Studies of

Religion, and distinguished professor of history at Baylor University.
B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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EXEGETICAL GUIDE TO THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT

2 Corinthians

BY COLIN G. KRUSE; GENERAL EDITORS ANDREAS J. KOSTENBERGER
AND ROBERT W. YARBROUGH

The Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament (EGGNT)
closes the gap between the Greek text and the available lexical
and grammatical tools, providing all the necessary information for
greater understanding of the text. The series makes interpreting
any given New Testament book easier, especially for those who are
hard pressed for time but want to preach or teach with accuracy
and authority.
Each volume begins with a brief introduction to the particular
New Testament book, a basic outline, and a list of recommended
commentaries. The body is devoted to paragraph-by-paragraph
exegesis of the Greek text and includes homiletical helps and
suggestions for further study. A comprehensive exegetical outline
of the New Testament book completes each EGGNT volume.

buying audience
• Adults 18+
• Pastors and seminarians

marketing highlights
release date: May 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-4396-4
format: Trade Paper price: $29.99
pages: 400 size: 6 x 9 spine width: .8"
carton qty: 36 rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Biblical Commentary/
New Testament

• Contributors and editors are respected evangelical Bible scholars
• Uniquely helps pastors, scholars, and students understand the
meaning of the Greek text for crafting sermons, research, teaching,
and writing
• Brings together scholarship from multiple reference works, saving
time, and providing insights otherwise difficult to obtain
• Provides sermon suggestions and lists of resources for further study

COLIN G. KRUSE is senior lecturer of New Testament at Melbourne

School of Theology.
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Key Titles
Outreach
Magazine

resource of
the year

Sharing Jesus without Freaking Out
978-1-4336-4390-3
Printed Hardcover
5.5 x 8.5 | 96 | $9.99

Superheroes Can’t Save You
978-1-4627-5079-5
Trade Paper
6 x 9 | 160 | $14.99

Preaching for the Rest of Us
978-1-4627-6162-3
Trade Paper
6 x 9 | 176 | $19.99

B HPU B LISHIN G .COM
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spanish

THE HOLMAN REFERENCE
BIBLE PROGRAM
ESC OGER TU BIBLIA E S TAN FÁCIL COMO 1 ,2 ,3
CHOOSI NG YO U R B IB LE IS AS EASY AS 1 , 2, 3

1

ESC O GER T R A D U C C I ÓN

C H O O S E YOUR TR A NSLATI ON
Nueva Versión Internacional

2

ESC O GER TA M A ÑO
C H O O S E YOUR SI ZE

NUEVA
NEW

Letra Súper Gigante
Super Giant Print

3

80

Letra Grande Tamaño Manual
Hand Size Giant Print

Compacta Letra Grande
Large Print Compact

ES C O GE R P ORTA DA
CH OOS E YOUR C OV ER

Marrón Piel Fabricada
Brown Bonded Leather

4

Biblia Ultrafina
Ultrathin

Letra Gigante
Giant Print

Negro Piel Fabricada
Black Bonded Leather

Marrón Símil Piel y Solapa con Imán
Brown Bonded Leather Magnetic Flap

C O N ÍND I C E O SI N Í N DI C E
I N DE X E D OR NON - I NDEXED

BHE S PA N O L .CO M

Bordado sobre Tela
Embroidered Cover

Color Piel Símil
Color LeatherTouch®

“Thought for Thought”
DYNAMIC
EQUIVALENCE

“Word for Word”
FORMAL
EQUIVALENCE

RVR1960

TRADICIONAL
& VERDADERA

For more than a generation the Reina-Valera 1960® has been the preferred Spanish Bible translation. Its heritage makes
this Bible the top choice for those that enjoy reading in a traditional, elegant, and poetic language. The reader will
treasure the Reina-Valera 1960® in their heart and carry it with them everywhere they go.

Because of the clarity, accuracy and fidelity to the message of the original texts, and taking into account the
characteristics of the Spanish language spoken today, the Nueva Versión Internacional® is an indispensable tool for
today’s day and age. Using the NVI® text, the best contemporary Spanish translation, this Bible will help the reader
experience the Word of God like never before.
B HESPA N OL .COM
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Biblia Ultrafina
RVR 1960 and NVI

RVR 1960 / NVI ULTRATHIN BIBLE

Esta Biblia combina un tamaño práctico con un diseño legible
para usar en todas partes. El tipo de letra, que fue especialmente
diseñado por Biblias Holman, y las características estándar
adicionales, hacen de esta la mejor Biblia Ultrafina en el mercado.
Con el texto de la Biblia NVI, la mejor versión contemporánea en
español, podrá experimentar la Biblia como nunca antes.

Características:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Referencias en cadena
Concordancia
Panorama histórico de la Biblia
Plan de lectura anual
Buenas nuevas de salvación
Armonía de los Evangelios
Mapas a todo color
Atributos de Jesús
Palabras de aliento para tu caminar con Dios
Glosario de términos

This Bible combines a practical size with a legible design for
use everywhere. The typeface, which was specially designed for
Holman Bibles, and the added standard features, makes this the
best Ultrathin Bible in the market. With the NVI Bible text, the
best contemporary translation in Spanish, you will be able to
experience the Bible like never before.

features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-references
Concordance
Overview of the Bible’s history
Read the Bible in a year
The Good News of salvation
Harmony of the Gospels
Full-color Maps
Attributes of Jesus
Words of encouragement for your walk with God
Glossary

marketing highlights:
fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
páginas/pages: 1152 tamaño/size: 5.375 x 8.5
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .8125"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 24 font: 8.5
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Women
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• Easy to carry
• Easy to read
• Part of the Holman Bible Reference Program

Biblia Ultrafina
Ultrathin
Negro Piel Fabricada
Black Bonded Leather
RVR
1960

978-1-4336-2029-4 • $34.99
978-1-4336-2030-0 • $42.99

Con Índice/Indexed

NVI

978-1-5359-3648-4 • $34.99
978-1-5359-3657-6 • $42.99

Con Índice/Indexed

Marrón Piel Fabricada
Brown Bonded Leather
RVR
1960

978-1-4336-2027-0 • $34.99
978-1-4336-2028-7 • $42.99

Con Índice/Indexed

NVI

978-1-5359-3658-3 • $34.99
978-1-5359-3659-0 • $42.99

Con Índice/Indexed

Aqua Piel Símil
Teal LeatherTouch®
RVR
1960

978-1-4336-2025-6 • $34.99
978-1-4336-2026-3 • $42.99

NVI

978-1-5359-3660-6 • $34.99
978-1-5359-3661-3 • $42.99 Con Índice/Indexed

Con Índice/Indexed

Bordado sobre Tela
Embroidered Cloth over Board
RVR
1960

978-1-4336-2023-2 • $39.99
978-1-4336-2024-9 • $47.99 Con Índice/Indexed

NVI

978-1-5359-3662-0 • $39.99
978-1-5359-3663-7 • $47.99 Con Índice/Indexed

Marrón Símil Piel y Solapa con Imán
Brown Bonded Leather Magnetic Flap
RVR
1960

978-1-5359-3669-9 • $39.99
978-1-5359-3671-2 • $47.99 Con Índice/Indexed

NVI

978-1-5359-3664-4 • $39.99
978-1-5359-3665-1 • $47.99 Con Índice/Indexed

B HESPA N OL .COM
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REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION

DR. LUIS ÁNGEL DÍAZ-PABÓN
67K

President of the Global Missionary Society
Lead Pastor of The King’s Chapel, Miami, Florida
General Editor of the Biblia del Pescador with more than 1,000,000 units sold

REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION
5 NEW TOPICS
27 NEW CHAINS
BIGGER FONT EASIER TO READ
The Fisher of Men Bible is a one-of-a-kind tool that is
designed to help you navigate through the Word of God
for almost any life situation or topic of conversation. It
features a 28-page guide that is divided into six main
themes: Counseling, Devotion, Evangelism, Church,
Christian Doctrine, and Apologetics.
From felt-need topics such as Marriage, Finances and
Forgiveness, to spiritual growth topics like Apologetics
and Christian Doctrine, The Fisher of Men Bible guides
you to the first verse in a chain of a particular topic.
There you will find a brief commentary as well as the
second reference verse in the chain. Most chains have
4-5 Bible verses.

This bible has the potential to help you testify in an
excellent way. Like the Lord Jesus said:" Follow me
and I will make you fishers of men".
- Luis Palau, International Evangelist
84
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Biblia del Pescador:
RVR 1960, NVI
FISHER OF MEN BIBLE (RVR1960, NVI)
DR. LUIS ÁNGEL DÍAZ-PABÓN

Con 5 nuevos temas, 27 nuevas cadenas de versículos y un tamaño de
letra más grande que facilitará su lectura, la Biblia del Pescador revisada y
ampliada es una herramienta única que está diseñada para ayudar al lector a
navegar a través de la Palabra de Dios para casi cualquier situación de la vida
o tema de conversación. Presenta un extenso índice temático que se divide en
seis secciones: Consejería, Devoción, Evangelismo, Iglesia, Doctrina Cristiana
y Apologética. Disponible tanto en la RVR1960, una traducción tradicional
y confiable, como en la Nueva Versión Internacional, una traducción
contemporánea y confiable de la Biblia.

With five new topics, twenty-seven new chains, and a bigger font easier to
read, the revised and expanded Fisher of Men Bible, is a
one-of-a-kind tool that is designed to help the reader navigate through the
Word of God for almost any life situation or topic of conversation. It features
a guide that is divided into six main themes: Counseling, Devotion,
Evangelism, Church, Christian Doctrine, and Apologetics. Available in
both the RVR 1960 a traditional and trustworthy translation and the NVI a
contemporary and trustworthy translation of the Bible.

A

buying audience
•
•
•
•

Pastors and leaders
Christians studying the Word
Missionaries serving in Latin America
RVR 1960 Biblia del Pescador users

1,000,000
Units Sold

DR. LUIS ÁNGEL DÍAZ-PABÓN is the president of the Global
Missionary Society and leads several ministries including The King’s
Chapel, a church in Miami, Florida. Born into a Christian family,
he accepted Christ at age 15 in New York City and later began
his work as an evangelist in Puerto Rico in 1973. His evangelistic
crusades have drawn as many as 60,000 people in a single night.

D
ISBN
marketing highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than

Bigger font
5 new topics
27 new chains
Bestseller product
More than 700,000 units sold
The general editor is a well-known
evangelist in the US and Latin
America

MATERIAL DE ENCUADERNACIÓN

PRECIO

A

978-1-5359-2613-3

NVI, tapa dura (Hardcover)

$14.99

B

978-1-5359-2614-0

NVI, caoba símil piel (Mahogany LeatherTouch)

$24.99

C

978-1-5359-2615-7

NVI, verde símil piel (Green LeatherTouch)

$24.99

D

978-1-5359-0816-0

RVR1960, tapa dura (Hardcover)

$14.99

B

978-1-5359-0817-7

RVR1960, caoba símil piel (Mahogany LeatherTouch)

$24.99

E

978-1-5359-0818-4

RVR1960, azul símil piel (Blue LeatherTouch)

$24.99

fecha de publicación: 1 de Mayo, 2019 release date: May 1, 2019
páginas/pages: 192 tamaño/size: 6 x 9 tamaño del lomo/spine width: 1.5"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 24 derechos/rights: Worldwide font: 9.5
bisac: BIBLES/Nueva Version International/Text
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NVI Biblia de Apuntes
NVI NOTETAKING BIBLE

La Biblia de Apuntes NVI está hermosamente encuadernada con
piel genuina y tela impresa en tapa dura. Incluye una página de
presentación, un plan para leer la Biblia en un año y un resumen
de cada libro de la Biblia. Utiliza la Nueva Versión Internacional, la
mejor traducción contemporánea disponible en español

Características:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Palabras de Cristo en rojo
Texto en una sola columna
Espacio para notas
Página de presentación
Plan de lectura bíblica de un año
Resumen de introducción para cada libro de la Biblia
Mapas a todo color
Cinta marcadora
Caja de regalo

A

The NVI Notetaking Bible is beautifully bound in genuine leather
and printed cloth over board. It includes a presentation page,
a one-year Bible reading plan, and a summary introduction to
every book of the Bible. It uses the NVI, the best contemporary
translation available in Spanish.

features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Christ’s words in red
One column text
Note taking space
Presentation page
One-year Bible reading plan
Summary introduction of each book of the Bible
Eight four-color maps
Ribbon marker
Gift box

marketing highlights

B

fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
páginas/pages: 1344 tamaño/size: 6.5 x 8.5
tamaño del lomo/spine width: 1.3125"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 12
derechos/rights: Worldwide font: 9.5
bisac: BIBLES/Nueva Versión International/
Text
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• Available in the best contemporary translation in Spanish
• An exceptional way to keep a journal of the reader’s spiritual
journey
• Two inch ruled margins ideal for observation, reflections, notes
or art expressions
• Facebook followers: 44K (Biblia de Apuntes community)
• Instagram followers: 16K (Biblia de Apuntes community)
ISBN

MATERIAL DE ENCUADERNACIÓN

PRECIO

A

978-1-5359-3699-6

blanco y azul símil piel (white and blue LeatherTouch®)

$39.99

B

978-1-5359-2612-6

azulejos color salvia, símil piel (sage tiles LeatherTouch®)

$39.99
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NVI Nuevo Testamento
Hay Vida en Jesús
NVI HERE’S HOPE NEW TESTAMENT

El Nuevo Testamento Hay Vida en Jesús NVI, es un recurso
evangelístico de bajo costo que utiliza la traducción
contemporánea más popular en el idioma español. Una
herramienta eficiente y efectiva para testificar en eventos
especiales o para el trabajo misionero. Incluye el plan de salvación,
pasajes bíblicos especiales y esperanza para la vida.

The NVI Here’s Hope New Testament is a low-cost evangelistic
resource using the most popular contemporary translation in the
Spanish language. An efficient and effective tool for testifying at
special events or using in missionary work. Includes the plan of
salvation, special Bible passages, and hope for today.

buying audience
• Leaders and evangelists
• Missionaries serving in Latin America
fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3647-7
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $1.99
páginas/pages: 280 tamaño/size: 5 x 7
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .25"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 48
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: BIBLES/Nueva Version International/

marketing highlights
• Bestselling product in the best contemporary translation
• Economical price

New Testament & Portions

B HESPA N OL .COM
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Decisiones que
transforman

Un estudio bíblico sobre nuevos comienzos
TRANSFORMATIONAL DECISIONS
WENDY BELLO

Este estudio bíblico se centra en la vida de ocho mujeres de la
Biblia, cómo sus decisiones cambiaron sus vidas para bien o para
mal, y lo que podemos aprender de ellas en su propio viaje. A lo
largo de seis semanas de estudio personal y discusión grupal,
las mujeres aprenderán a aplicar las enseñanzas de este estudio
bíblico a sus propias vidas y podrán experimentar el diseño de
Dios por sí mismas.

This study focuses on the lives of eight women in the Bible, and
how the decisions changed their lives, for better or for worse; and
what we can learn through their journey. Throughout six weeks
of personal study and group discussion, women will learn how
to apply what they are learning to their lives to experience God’s
design for themselves.

buying audience
fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3655-2
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $9.99
páginas/pages: 96 tamaño/size: 6 x 9
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .24"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

• Women interested in digging deeper into the Word
• Small groups for women

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Author of multiple books
Written for the Christian woman
Short Bible studies with daily applications
Author is a recognized blogger, teacher, and speaker
Lead Hispanic voice of Proverbs 31 Ministries

WENDY BELLO is a blogger and conference teacher. She

travels the country teaching women the importance of
studying God’s Word. She has been married for twenty
years and has two kids. She also writes for iDisciple
Spanish, Bibliavida.com, Crosswalk.com and Whole
Magazine.
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Sexo en un mundo
quebrantado

Como Cristo redime lo que el pecado distorciona
SEX IN A BROKEN WORLD
PAUL DAVID TRIPP

Cover not final

La sexualidad es una parte fundamental de lo que significa
ser humano, parte del hermoso diseño de Dios cuando creó
todas las cosas. Y sin embargo, todos estamos afectados por el
quebrantamiento sexual de una manera u otra debido a nuestra propia
naturaleza pecaminosa y la pecaminosidad de nuestro mundo caído.
En este libro, honesto y lleno de vida, el autor de best sellers Paul
David Tripp nos ayuda a ver la gracia transformadora de Jesucristo
que se ha puesto a disposición de todas las personas, dándonos una
visión clara del diseño original de Dios para el sexo y ofreciéndonos
una visión de la sexualidad humana que honra a Dios y restaura
nuestra dignidad plena. Veremos que solo la gracia de Jesucristo
brinda la esperanza de una vida de libertad, pureza y alegría como
Dios la diseñó.

fecha de publicación: 1 de Mayo, 2019
release date: May 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-0821-4
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $12.99
páginas/pages: 192 tamaño/size: 9 x 65
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .48"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

Sexuality is a fundamental part of what it means to be human, part
of God’s beautiful design when he created all things. And yet, we’re
all affected by sexual brokenness in some way or another due to our
own sinful nature and the sinfulness of our fallen world. In this honest
and life-giving book, bestselling author Paul David Tripp helps us see
the transforming grace of Jesus Christ that has been made available
to all people—giving us a clear view of God’s original design for sex
and offering us a vision of human sexuality that both honors God and
restores our full dignity. We will see that only the grace of Jesus Christ
provides hope for a life of freedom, purity, and joy as God intended.

buying audience
• Pastors and leaders
• Young adults
• Married and engaged couples looking to grow in their
understanding of the topic

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•

Bestselling author of multiple books
Endorsed by The Gospel Coalition
Paul Tripp Ministries / 147K Facebook, 151K Twitter
Growing voice in Latin America

PAUL DAVID TRIPP (DMin, Westminster Theological
Seminary) is a pastor, author, and international conference
speaker. He is also the president of Paul Tripp Ministries.
He has written a number of popular books on Christian
living, including What Did You Expect?, Dangerous
Calling, Parenting, and New Morning Mercies. He lives in
Philadelphia with his wife Luella and they have four grown
children.
B HESPA N OL .COM
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MIGUEL
NÚÑEZ
D.MIN, MD

Pastor, Author and Speaker

Winner SEPA Best Original Spanish Work 2011
Lead Pastor of International Baptist Church, Dominican Republic
Council Member, The Gospel Coalition
President and Founder, Integrity and Wisdom Ministries
Author of bestselling books Teachings that Changed the World,
Living with Integrity and Wisdom, Jesus and Servants for His glory

FACEBOOK: 62K

Vivir con integridad
y sabiduría
978-1-4336-9212-3
$12.99

TWITTER: 30K

Enseñanzas que
transformaron al mundo
978-1-4336-8837-9
$12.99

Siervos para Su gloria
978-1-4627-7958-1
$12.99

Jesús
978-1-4627-9268-9
$12.99

Una Iglesia Conforme
al Corazón de Dios
978-1-5359-0139-0
$12.99

Revolución Sexual
978-1-5359-2491-7
$12.99
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De pastores y predicadores
FROM PASTORS AND PREACHERS
MIGUEL NÚÑEZ

Muchos han abrazado el ministerio pastoral sin tener una idea
clara de cuán extraordinario es este llamado y sin ser debidamente
conscientes de cuán alto es el privilegio de enseñar y pastorear ovejas
compradas a un precio de sangre. De pastores y predicadores, el
nuevo libro del pastor Miguel Núñez, fue escrito con la intención de
contribuir a dar forma a las mentes y corazones de aquellos a quienes
Dios ha llamado para dirigir y nutrir a Su rebaño.

Cover not final

Many have embraced the pastoral ministry without having a clear idea
of how extraordinary is this call and without being duly aware of how
high is the privilege to teach and shepherd sheep bought at the price
of blood. This book, From Pastors and Preachers, has been written
with the intention of contributing to the formation of the mind and
heart of those whom God has called to guide and feed His flock.

buying audience
• Pastors and leaders
• Seminary students
• Readers of Colación.es blog
fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3646-0
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $11.99
páginas/pages: 304 tamaño/size: 5.5 x 8.5
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .76"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pastor Miguel Núñez is a respected voice in Spanish and English
An influential leader in the Reformed movement in Latin America
A great tool for pastors/leaders
The Gospel Coalition Board Member (Spanish and English)
Author’s 7th book with B&H
Facebook followers: 62K
Twitter followers: 30K

MIGUEL NÚÑEZ, MD serves as the senior pastor of the

International Baptist Church in Santo Domingo, and is the
founding president of Wisdom & Integrity Ministries, which
has as it’s vision, to impact today’s generation with God’s
revelation in the Spanish-speaking world.

B HESPA N OL .COM
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Secretos de fe
Para una pezca abundante

SECRETS OF FAITH
EDITED BY DR. LUIS ÁNGEL DIAZ-PABÓN

La fe es la base del cristianismo mismo; en Secretos de Fe, el Dr.
Díaz-Pabón, editor general de la Biblia del Pescador, con más de
750,000 unidades vendidas, nutre de su experiencia personal y de
las Escrituras para ayudar al lector a desarrollar su fe. Este libro es
parte de la serie de Recursos del Pescador, una serie de recursos fecha de pu
release dat
para evangelismo.
isbn: 978cubierta/fo
precio/pri
Faith is the foundation of Christianity itself. In Secrets of Faith,
páginas/p
Dr. Díaz-Pabón, general editor of the Fishers of Men Bible with
tamaño de
more than 750,000 units sold, draws from personal experience
cantidad e
and from Scripture to help the reader develop their faith. This
derechos/r
book is part of the Recursos del Pescador series, a group of
bisac: REL
resources for evangelism.

buying audience
• Church goers
• Small groups
• Recursos del Pescador users
fecha de publicación: 1 de Marzo, 2019
release date: March 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3656-9
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $9.99
páginas/pages: 280 tamaño/size: 5.5 x 8.5
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .7"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/Prayer
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REVISED and
EXPANDED

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Well-known evangelist
Regularly speaks in the USA and Latin America
Related to FOM brand
Facebook followers 67K
Two new chapters and revised overall content

DR. LUIS ÁNGEL DÍAZ-PABÓN is the president of the
Global Missionary Society and leads several ministries
including The King’s Chapel, a church in Miami, Florida.
Born into a Christian family, he accepted Christ at age
fifteen in New York City and later began his work as
an evangelist in Puerto Rico in 1973. His evangelistic
crusades have drawn as many as 60,000 people in a
single night.
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La verdadera historia

Cómo comenzó el mundo, cómo terminará y todo lo
importante que sucede en medio
THE STORY OF REALITY
GREGORY KOUKL

ublicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
te: February 1, 2019

Cover not final

-1-4627-9183-5
ormat: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
ce: $11.99
ages: 208 tamaño/size: 5.5 x 8.4
el lomo/spine width: .32"
en la caja/carton qty: 36
rights: Worldwide
LIGION/Christian Life/General

fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-4627-9183-5
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $11.99
páginas/pages: 208 tamaño/size: 5.5 x 8.4
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .32"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

El cristianismo bíblico es más que solamente otra visión religiosa,
una relación con Dios o una fuente de enseñanzas morales. El
cristianismo es una fotografía de la realidad; explica por qué el
mundo es como es. Cuando las piezas del rompecabezas son
ensambladas correctamente, podemos ver claramente la
fotografía completa. El cristianismo es la verdadera historia de
cómo comenzó el mundo, por qué el mundo es como es, cuál es
el rol que las personas tienen en medio del drama y cómo todas
las tramas de la historia se resuelven. En La verdadera historia el
autor de bestsellers y conductor del programa “Stand to reason”
Gregory Koukl, explica las cinco palabras que forman la columna
vertebral narrativa de la historia cristiana.

Biblical Christianity is more than just another private religious
view. It’s more than just a personal relationship with God or a
source of moral teaching. Christianity is a picture of reality. It
explains why the world is the way it is. When the pieces of this
puzzle are properly assembled, we see the big picture clearly.
Christianity is a true story of how the world began, why the world
is the way it is, what role humans play in the drama, and how all
the plotlines of the story are resolved in the end. In The Story of
Reality, bestselling author and host of Stand to Reason, Gregory
Koukl, explains the five words that form the narrative backbone of
the Christian story.

buying audience
•
•
•
•

Students
Pastors and leaders
Christians wanting to grow deeper in their faith.
Nonbelievers that want to have a better understanding
of Christianity

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•

Best selling author
Speaks to believers and nonbelievers
Stand to Reason Ministries SM / 35K Facebook, 35K Twitter
Author SM / 10K Facebook, 19K Twitter

GREGORY KOUKL holds MA degrees in both apologetics

and philosophy. He’s spoken on more than seventy
university campuses and hosted his own radio talk
show for twenty-seven years defending “Christianity
worth thinking about.” Greg is founder and president
of Stand to Reason (str.org) and serves as adjunct
professor of Christian apologetics at Biola University.
B HESPA N OL .COM
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Israel Importa

Por qué los cristianos debemos pensar de manera
distinta sobre el pueblo de Israel y su tierra
ISRAEL MATTERS
GERALD R. MCDERMOTT

Israel Importa aborda el tema profundamente importante de la
relación entre el cristianismo y la gente y la tierra de Israel, ofreciendo
una “tercera vía” única y convincente entre los enfoques típicos, y
corrigiendo malentendidos comunes que se han presentado a lo largo
del camino. Este libro desafía la extendida suposición cristiana de
que desde que Jesús vino a la tierra, los judíos ya no son especiales
para Dios como pueblo, y la tierra de Israel ya no es teológicamente
significativa. El libro presenta el viaje del autor de pensar esas cosas
al descubrimiento de que los autores del Nuevo Testamento creían lo
contrario de ambos. También muestra que, contrariamente a lo que
muchos cristianos creen, la Iglesia no es el nuevo Israel, y tanto la gente
como la tierra de Israel son importantes para Dios y para el futuro de la
redención.

fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-3698-9
cubierta/format: Tapa Suave (Trade Paper)
precio/price: $12.99
páginas/pages: 176 tamaño/size: 5.5 x 8.5
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .44"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General

Israel Matters addresses the perennially important issue of the
relationship between Christianity and the people and land of Israel,
offering a unique and compelling “third way” between typical
approaches and correcting common misunderstandings along the way.
This book challenges the widespread Christian assumption that since
Jesus came to earth, Jews are no longer special to God as a people,
and the land of Israel is no longer theologically significant. It traces the
author’s journey from thinking those things to discovering that the New
Testament authors believed the opposite of both. It also shows that
contrary to what many Christians believe, the church is not the new
Israel, and both the people and the land of Israel are important to God
and the future of redemption.

buying audience
• Students
• Pastors and leaders

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•
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Relevant issue
Heavily endorsed by pro-Israel ministries
A popular topic in Hispanic evangelical churches
Author social media / 10K Facebook, 19K Twitter

GERALD R. MCDERMOTT (PhD, University of Iowa) is Anglican
Chair of Divinity at Beeson Divinity School in Birmingham,
Alabama. He previously taught at Roanoke College and is
an Anglican priest. McDermott is the author, coauthor, or
editor of numerous books, including Famous Stutterers, The
Theology of Jonathan Edwards, God’s Rivals: Why Has God
Allowed Different Religions?, Can Evangelicals Learn from
World Religions?, Religions: An Indispensable Introduction,
and A Trinitarian Theology of Religions.
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Un año en la Biblia
ONE YEAR IN THE BIBLE

Un diario devocional que te guiará a través de las Escrituras en
orden cronológico de eventos, permitiéndote crear un registro
de tu viaje a lo largo de un año. Viene con 365 referencias a
versículos inspiradores e intencionalmente diseñados para que
puedas disfrutar de tu tiempo de devoción con Dios.

A devotional journal that guides the reader through all of the
Scriptures, in chronological order of events and allows them
to journal throughout their journey. 365 inspirational Scripture
references beautifully and intentionally designed.

buying audience
• Churchgoers
• Christian women
• Mass market

marketing highlights

A

• Highly illustrated
• Beautifully and intentionally designed
• 365 inspirational Scripture references in chronological order
isbn

binding material

price

A

978-1-5359-3453-4

Tapa Dura (hardcover) - acuarela (watercolor)

$12.99

B

978-1-4336-4779-6

Tapa Dura (hardcover) - floral (floral)

$12.99

B

fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
páginas/pages: 356 tamaño/size: 5.5 x 8.5
tamaño del lomo/spine width: 1"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 24
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General
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100+ palabritas bíblicas
100+ LITTLE BIBLE WORDS

Como parte de la serie Palabritas Importantes, 100 palabritas
bíblicas, solo se necesitan unas pocas palabras para contar una
gran historia. Diseñados especialmente para niños pequeños,
estos libros hacen que las verdades bíblicas sean fácilmente
comprensibles y agradables para los más pequeños y sus padres
también.

In the Little Words Matter board books, it only takes a few words
to tell a big story. Crafted especially for toddlers, these books
make biblical truths easily understandable and enjoyable for little
ones and their parents too!

buying audience
fecha de publicación: 1 de Febrero, 2019
release date: February 1, 2019
isbn: 978-1-5359-2616-4
cubierta/format: Libro de Cartón (Board Book)
precio/price: $9.99
páginas/pages: 22 tamaño/size: 5.25 x 7.3
tamaño del lomo/spine width: .5"
cantidad en la caja/carton qty: 36
derechos/rights: Worldwide
bisac: RELIGION/Christian Life/General
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• Church attendees
• Parents

marketing highlights
•
•
•
•

Highly illustrated
Crafted especially for toddlers
Enjoyable for the little ones and their parents
Makes biblical truths accessible and understandable

B & H E S PA Ñ O L K E Y T I T L E S

Vivir con integridad y sabiduría
Integrity and Wisdom
978-1-4336-9212-3

Felices por siempre
Happily Ever After
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Enero, 2018
Release Date: January 1, 2018
978-1-5359-1542-7

Sobre la Roca
Upon This Rock
978-1-4627-7969-7

Siervos para Su gloria
Servants for His Glory
978-1-4627-7958-1

Jesús
Jesus
978-1-4627-9268-9

La revolución sexual

Toda Buena Obra
Every Good Endeavor
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Junio, 2018
Release Date: June 1, 2018
978-1-4627-9179-8

Biblioteca Vida Cristiana
Christian Living Library
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Junio, 2018
Release Date: June 1, 2018
978-1-4627-9274-0

Un año con Dios
A Year With God
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Octubre, 2018
Release Date: October 1, 2018
978-1-4627-9182-8

The Sexual Revoiution
978-1-5359-2491-7

B HESPA N OL .COM
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¡Cantemos!
Sing!
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Junio, 2018
978-1-4627-9255-9

Luz en las Tinieblas
Light In the Darkness
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Junio, 2018
978-1-4627-9923-7

El Evangelio
The Gospel
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Octubre, 2018
Release Date: October 1, 2018
978-1-5359-1567-0

La Biblia responde
The Bible Answers
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Octubre, 2018
Release Date: October 1, 2018
978-1-5359-0678-4

7 Amenazas que enfrenta toda iglesia
7 Dangers Facing Your Church
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Octubre, 2018
Release Date: October 1, 2018
978-1-5359-1569-4

¿Soy llamado?

RVR 1960 Biblia de Apuntes
Edición Letra Grande
Large Print Notetaking Bible
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Julio, 2018
978-1-5359-0219-9

Descubra el Evangelio según
Juan el Pescador
Discover the Gospel of John
978-1-4627-7935-2

Una Iglesia Conforme al Corazón de Dios
A Church After God’s Own Heart
Fecha de publicación: 1 de Julio, 2018
978-1-5359-0139-0
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Am I Called?
978-1-4627-7936-9

supplies

S UPPLIES

spring 2019

graduation

graduation

mother’s day

mother’s day

TRUST IN THE LORD 2019
PROVERBS 3: 5-6 KJV

FOR I KNOW
JEREMIAH 29:11 NKJV

bulletin: 634337805764

bulletin: 634337805771

HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY
CALL HER BLESSED
PROVERBS 31:28 KJV

CELEBRATING MOTHER’S DAY
HONORING OUR MOTHERS
PROVERBS 31:26 KJV

bulletin: 634337805788

bulletin: 634337805795

mother’s day

father’s day

father’s day

patriotic

HAPPY FATHER’S DAY
PSALM 112:1-2 KJV

A VERY HAPPY FATHER’S DAY
PROVERBS 14:26 I NKJV

IN HIM SHALL THEY GLORY
JEREMIAH 4:2 KJV

bulletin: 634337805818

bulletin: 634337805825

bulletin: 634337805849

THANKS MOM FOR ALL YOU DO

bulletin: 634337805801

bulletins
release date: January 1, 2019
price: $8.99 per package
size: 5.5 x 8.5 unfolded and 5.5 x 8.5 folded
package qty: 100 carton qty: 30
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spring 2019

memorial day

funeral

funeral

funeral

FOR HIS FRIENDS
JOHN 15:13 KJV

BESIDE STILL WATERS
PSALM 23:3b KJV

WELL DONE
MATTHEW 25:21 KJV

bulletin: 634337805757

bulletin: 634337805726

DWELL IN THE HOUSE
OF THE LORD
PSALM 23:6 KJV

general worship

general worship

general worship

general worship

PRAISE THE LORD
PSALM 147:1 NKJV

FAITH
1 CORINTHIANS 13:13 KJV

HOPE
1 CORINTHIANS 13:13 KJV

LOVE
1 CORINTHIANS 13:13 KJV

bulletin: 634337805856

bulletin: 634337805863

bulletin: 634337805870

bulletin: 634337805832

bulletin: 634337806044

bulletin: 634337805740

bulletins
release date: January 1, 2019
price: $8.99 per package
size: 5.5 x 8.5 unfolded and 5.5 x 8.5 folded
package qty: 100 carton qty: 30
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spring 2019

general worship

general worship

general worship

general worship

TEACH ME THY WAY
PSALM 27:11 KJV

LOVE THE LORD
MATTHEW 22:37 KJV

O MAGNIFY THE LORD
PSALM 34:3 KJV

bulletin: 634337806051

bulletin: 634337805887

bulletin: 634337805894

WHICH PASSETH ALL
UNDERSTANDING
PHILIPPIANS 4:7 KJV

general worship

general worship

general worship

general worship

LIGHT INTO THE WORLD
JOHN 12:46 KJV

I WILL BE WITH THEE
ISAIAH 43:2-3a KJV

HEREIN IS LOVE
1 JOHN 4:10-11 KJV

bulletin: 634337805924

bulletin: 634337805931

bulletin: 634337805948

WHATSOEVER THINGS
ARE TRUE
PHILIPPIANS 4:8 KJV

bulletin: 634337805917

bulletins
release date: January 1, 2019
price: $8.99 per package
size: 5.5 x 8.5 unfolded and 5.5 x 8.5 folded
package qty: 100 carton qty: 30
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bulletin: 634337805900
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spring 2019

general worship

general worship

general worship

general worship

GIVE UNTO THE LORD
1 CHRONICLES 16:29 KJV

FIND ME
JEREMIAH 29:13 KJV

bulletin: 634337805962

bulletin: 634337805979

GREAT IS THY FAITHFULNESS
HYMN WORDS BY:
THOMAS O. CHISHOLM

GOD WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU
HYMN: WORDS BY:
CIVILLA D. MARTIN

bulletin: 634337805986

bulletin: 634337805993

general worship

general worship

CALLED ACCORDING TO HIS
PURPOSE
ROMANS 8:28 KJV

O LORD OF HOSTS
PSALM 84:11-12 KJV

bulletin: 634337806006

bulletin: 634337806037

bulletins
release date: January 1, 2019
price: $8.99 per package
size: 5.5 x 8.5 unfolded and 5.5 x 8.5 folded
package qty: 100 carton qty: 30
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communion bread

communion bread

GLUTEN FREE BREAD

GLUTEN FREE WAFER

Package of 200
634337856407
price: $13.99 per package

Package of 50
634337856391
price: $13.99 per package

Broadman gluten free bread and gluten free wafers provide the perfect solution
for those who wish to participate in communion but prefer or need a gluten free
option. The bread box contains 200 baked, ready-to-use gluten free squares and
the wafer box contains 50 baked, ready-to-use gluten free round wafers. Both
offer a re-sealable pouch.
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spring 2019

title

eisbn

pg#

Those Who Hope
Devotedly
Suffering Is Never for Nothing
Sick of Me
Disciple Her
Here and Now
Heroic
Vulnerable
5 Conversations You Must Have with Your Son
5 Conversations You Must Have with Your Daughter
God Our Anchor
Leading Small Groups
Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today: The Love of Christ
Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today: Joy
Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today: Suffering
Spurgeon’s Sermons for Today: Prayer
Gospel-Centered Kids Ministry

978-1-5359-3980-5
978-1-4336-5157-1
978-1-5359-1416-1
978-1-4627-9289-4
978-1-5359-0248-9
978-1-4627-5787-9
978-1-5359-3946-1
978-1-5359-1798-8
978-1-4627-9631-1
978-1-4627-9626-7
978-1-5359-3941-6
978-1-5359-3470-1
978-1-5359-0754-5
978-1-5359-3923-2
978-1-5359-3925-6
978-1-5359-3927-0
978-1-5359-3956-0

5
7
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
20
24
21
21
21
21
28

GraceFull
Epic
Who Will Play with Me?
Are We Still Friends?
What Am I Feeling?
Why God?
Easter Is Coming!
God Gave Me Grandma
God Gave Me Grandpa
Empowered

978-1-5359-4106-8
978-1-5359-4103-7
978-1-5359-4108-2
978-1-5359-4101-3
978-1-5359-4107-5
978-1-5359-4109-9
978-1-5359-4102-0
978-1-5359-4104-4
978-1-5359-4105-1
978-1-5359-3460-2

31
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
41
42

Ultimate Bible Dictionary
Exalting Jesus in Jeremiah, Lamentations
Exalting Jesus in Esther

978-1-5359-3472-5
978-1-5359-2828-1
978-1-4336-4840-3

68
69
70

CSB He Reads Truth Bible
KJV Apologetics Study Bible
Daily Devotional Bible for Women: NKJV Edition

978-1-5359-3501-2
978-1-5359-3476-3
978-1-5359-3521-0

51
59
61

Pleading on Christ’s Behalf
American History Volume I
American History Volume II
2 Corinthians

978-1-4627-8124-9
978-1-4336-4442-9
978-1-4336-4444-3
978-1-4627-4397-1

74
75
75
76

Sexo en un mundo quebrantado
De pastores y predicadores
Secretos de fe
La verdadera historia
Israel Importa
Más de 100 palabritas bíblicas (edición bilingüe)

978-1-5359-0822-1
978-1-5359-3673-6
978-1-5359-3672-9
978-1-5359-1329-4
978-1-5359-3765-8
978-1-5359-2617-1

89
91
92
93
94
96
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